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ABSTRACT
The Discourse of Ruination:
Interrogating urban renewal in Hong Kong
by
LEE Eunsoo
Master of Philosophy
As stated in the Urban Renewal Strategy (2011), “the problem of urban decay” has been
identified as the major task of urban renewal in Hong Kong. Rows of densely packed,
“dilapidated” tenement buildings constitute the imaginary of a declining urban landscape
that, much like the squatter areas of the 1950s, are seen to pose threats to public health and
to the “prestige” of Hong Kong. I propose the concept of the discourse of ruination as a
way to interrogate and at the same time, de-naturalise the pervasive assumption of the
problem of decay, which serves to rationalise and perpetuate the cycle of destruction and
renewal. I argue that crucial to this process is how certain sites are identified and framed as
“pockets of decay”, which simultaneously “brings ruin upon” these spaces by rendering
them as useless. This research investigates (educational) exhibitions, operated by the key
actors of urban renewal to observe how exhibitions, as discursive practice, construct and
consolidate knowledges about urban decay, and how it configures and normalises the logic
of urban renewal. In the second case study, I present a critical reflection of the ongoing
preservation project of the Blue House Cluster in order to highlight how heritage
preservation is incorporated into the larger framework of urban renewal, and the erasures
entailed in ‘preservation’ in the process of transforming ‘ruins’ to ‘heritage’. By converging
insights derived from ‘ruin studies’, and studies on urban space and its power relations, this
thesis aims to illuminate how the ‘discourse of ruination’ operates in the logic of urban
renewal in Hong Kong.
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Chapter One

Introduction: The Discourse of Ruination

“In Hong Kong, the design working life of an ordinary building is 50 years”,
begins a paper issued by the Development Bureau (2010). Titled the ‘Profile of Old
Buildings in Hong Kong’, the document concludes that while various forms of
rehabilitation may extend the life of buildings, “redevelopment remains an effective
tool to tackle the problem of urban decay in the long run [emphasis added]” (p. 1).
Although in 2009, as records from the Buildings Department (2010) show, only 9%
(4,000) of the total number of buildings (41,000) in Hong Kong are over 50 years old,
the “magnitude of urban decay” (Development Bureau, 2010, p. 1) is perceived as
alarming, as the number is expected to double in ten years. This document is one of
the many examples which underscore the “problem of urban decay” in Hong Kong. In
fact, the statutory body, Urban Renewal Authority, hereinafter URA, was established
in 2001 as an institution dedicated to rejuvenating dilapidated areas, which pose
“threats to public health” (Development Bureau, 2011). Interestingly, the URA
describes its major projects as the “4Rs”, Redevelopment, Rehabilitation,
Revitalisation and pReservation (URA, 2007a). It demonstrates a model of urban
(re)development, which, under the larger framework of urban renewal, incorporates
both the practices of redevelopment (demolition and replacement of old buildings) and
preservation1. While it is often assumed that redevelopment and preservation are two

The URA groups together ‘redevelopment and rehabilitation’, where rehabilitation (repair) is
considered an alternative to demolition, and ‘preservation and revitalisation’. Preservation, as seen in
URA’s completed projects, predominantly involves ‘revitalisation’, Revitalisation refers to the method
of preservation which assigns a “new life”, a new function to the building preserved as heritage e.g. a
former pawn shop reopening as an upscale restaurant.
1

1

opposing approaches in dealing with urban space, as URA’s strategy reveals, the
context in which they gain momentum is identical—the anxiety of the inevitable
decline of urban space. In fact, the belief that “all things eventually will fall into ruins”
— the notion of impermanence — can also be explained through the various accounts
of the condition of modernity. As in Berman’s (2010/1982) reiteration of Marx, “all
that is solid melts into the air”, the constant change and need for transformation, i.e.
progress in modernity, leaves in its wake, “wreckage upon wreckage” (Benjamin,
1968/1955, p. 249). Nonetheless, it is this imaginary of ruins that serves as a powerful
force of reinvention, and the naturalisation of certain notions of progress.
In Hong Kong, it is in this context that redevelopment and preservation are
regarded as rational and justifiable ways to “arrest decay” and “salvage” the declining
urban landscape. This research hopes to address this ambivalence and erasure of the
violence of urban renewal. In fact, with rising discontent towards “slash and burn”
approaches in redevelopment, and criticisms towards the commercialisation of
heritage buildings, I see an increasing necessity to address the question of destruction
and erasure in these practices of “salvation”. Moreover, the context which allows these
particular institutions and practices of renewal to emerge, needs to be re-articulated. It
is here that I propose the concept of the discourse of ruination as a way to articulate
and at the same time, denaturalise the pervasive assumption of the problem of decay,
which serves to perpetuate the cycle of destruction and renewal.

The Discourse of Ruination
The term ‘ruination’ is in part derived from Ann Laura Stoler’s (2008; 2013)
critique of the ongoing “corrosive process” of imperialism that “lays waste to certain
2

peoples, relations, and things that accumulate in specific places” (Stoler, 2013, p. 11).
This concept, which signals a move from a theory of ruins, to ruination as an analytic
framework, critiques existing scholarly interest in ruins which tends to be overly
centred on their aesthetic and philosophic significance, in order to “refocus on the
connective tissue that continues to bind human potentials to degraded environments,
and degraded personhood to the material refuse of imperial projects” (Stoler, 2013, p.
8).
While ruin studies distinguishes itself from the “ruin lust” of 18th Century
Europe, by shifting the gaze to the ruins of the recent past (e.g. Cold War ruins,
industrial ruins), it still has the tendency to focus on the allegories of ruins rather than
approaching them as physical spaces which emerged out of a particular context. The
result is a certain kind of abstraction of ruin spaces that can be mapped anywhere but
nowhere, and at the same time, feeding into the cultural imaginary of ruins,
predominantly based on the experiences of urban blight in North America and Europe.
Although the attempt is often, to highlight the ruin’s potential to disrupt dominant
regimes and values, through their embodiment of traces of violence and destruction,
the lack of serious attention to particular contexts render these critiques ineffective,
particularly in non-Western contexts.
The way I use the word ‘ruination’ is informed by such insights, and I make it
a point to speak of ‘ruination’, rather than ‘ruins’. Rather than ask what ruins signify,
in their material, allegorical presence, I think it is important to ask when and how
something becomes a ruin, and what kind of purpose it serves in the broader context
of the often contested realm of the ‘production and destruction of urban space’.
I find the notion of discourse, as a domain where knowledge is constituted,
within which particular notions of truth, practices, subjects, materiality are conceived
3

(Foucault, 1980; 1981), extremely useful. The discourse of ruination, therefore, draws
attention to the ways in which categories and particularities of decay, dilapidation, and
antiquity are formulated; and how these in turn, produce certain material spaces and
ways of dealing with them. In this sense, I see urban renewal — in particular the
practices of redevelopment and preservation — as a method of dealing with sites that
are discursively constituted as sites of decay.
I also draw from Henri Lefebvre’s (1991/1974) conceptual triad of the
production of space2, in particular, the notion of conceived space (representations of
space), which he refers to as “the space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic
subdividers and social engineers [...] all of whom identify what is lived and what is
perceived with what is conceived.” (p. 38). Lefebvre’s attention to the representations
of space is particularly valuable in understanding how discourses on space operate
through certain truth claims consolidated by expert knowledge and practice. Thus, key
to the analysis is the role of certain actors/institutions such as the URA, the government,
architects, as well as the communities that are involved in the shaping of the discourse
and the context of urban renewal in Hong Kong.
In proposing this concept, the discourse of ruination, I attempt to interrogate
the logic of urban renewal, which legitimises redevelopment and preservation as a
means of tackling urban decline, at the same time effectively concealing the
destruction that they entail and its profiteering mechanisms. Discourse is on the one
hand, an effect of power, but also on the other hand, a crucial instrument of power; it

2

Lefebvre proposes a conceptual triad which consists of: spatial practices, conceived space (the
discourses on space which define the function, identity, what is permitted, restricted, etc.) and lived
space (the space experienced through people’s everyday uses) and that through their dialectical
relationship, ‘production of space’ can be understood. See more in Lefebvre, H. (1991/1974). The
Production of Space. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. P. 32-46
4

“facilitates and endorses the emergence of certain relations of material power, just as
it justifies these effects after the fact” (Hook, 2001, p. 33). In this sense, broadly, this
thesis attempts to underscore an aspect of how power is exercised through the
management of urban space. Urban renewal is a point of the application of power, in
which the discourse of ruination plays a role in naturalising, and justifying its effects.
My contention is that the focus on ruination, which prioritises the question of erasure
and destruction will therefore offer a new account of how urban space and its power
relations is understood in Hong Kong. However, I should note here that due to this
emphasis on the notion of conceived space, and case studies which outline the
“dominant actors” of urban renewal such as the government and the URA, my scope
on the grasp of the complexity of discourse formation will only be limited. While I
also acknowledge that these actors are not homogenous, but encompass complex, often
contradictory values and narratives, my purpose here is to highlight through selective
case studies, how and when certain (hegemonic) consensus emerges, especially on the
subject of the rationale and justification of urban renewal.

Research Question and Method

In the landscape of the city defined by the problem of urban decay, buildings
in the city are seen to be slowly falling into ruins, and their destruction is a matter of
time. The problem with this assumption is that it regards decay/destruction as a neutral
process, and allows the actual demolition of these buildings (through redevelopment)
to be viewed as an act of reversing decline, i.e. renewal. In fact, the demise of urban
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space is contingent, especially in a city like Hong Kong where space is money and
rapid turnover of land is essential to the generation of capital.
Hong Kong represents a regime where land and property development is not
only prioritised, but has come to constitute the status quo (Tang, 2008). High land
prices and their extremely centralised control guarantee maximum profit, and urban
renewal, in both public and private initiatives is seen to be a crucial financial exercise
(Bristow, 1984; Drakakis-Smith, 1976; Ip, 2004; La Grange & Pretorius, 2016). Under
such circumstances, destruction is necessary and “ruination” is manifested in the active
practice of marking certain sites as degenerate rather than the inevitable result of the
physical passing of time. In this research, I am interested in the role of key institutions
of urban renewal, such as the URA, in defining what constitutes decay and dilapidation
and the discursive practices of marking certain sites as such.
To do this, I locate two exhibitions: the City Gallery, an exhibition of urban
planning, development and infrastructure managed by the Planning Department of the
HKSAR government; and the Urban Renewal Exploration Centre, hereinafter UREC,
operated by the URA. The former underscores the dialectic side of the discourse of
ruination, which produces, in contrary to the imaginary of decay, the imaginary of the
modern, cosmopolitan metropolis. The exhibition is cited as a “city you can walk
through”, providing a space wherein the public can enact the linear narrative of Hong
Kong’s development from a small fishing village into an “Asia’s World City”. The
latter, UREC, as an exhibition space dedicated to conveying the values of urban
renewal, places great importance in explaining the conditions of decay. Central to the
analysis is the “multi-sensory” exhibition of dilapidated housing, which simulates
various forms of crowded living conditions, using actual objects taken from tenement
residences.
6

With elevated discontent towards top-down planning and rising demands for
preservation, spaces like the City Gallery and the UREC serve as important sites of
public education and generating public consent. The educational nature of these
exhibitions also point to the active role of state institutions in shaping a collective urban
aspiration in matters relating to infrastructure, housing, and the role of citizens.
Although a few selective exhibitions cannot be said to represent the entirety, or the
complexity of how discourse formation operates, it nevertheless plays an instrumental
role in shaping how progress, and urban transformation is being mediated. In contrast,
I also examine the exhibition space, Hong Kong House of Stories, located in Wan Chai,
as a case of a bottom-up initiative for public education/participation on issues of urban
redevelopment and preservation. This multi-functional space, which holds various
exhibitions of local culture and anti-urban renewal campaigns, also serves as a
community space where residents, artists, students and various groups of the public
can share their stories. The case here will demonstrate to some extent, the multiplicity
of discursive practices.
The methods I adopt for this analysis are mainly grounded in discourse analysis,
in which I look at relevant policy/planning documents, in addition to analysing the
techniques, content, spatial arrangement and the visual/aesthetic qualities of the
exhibitions. I also observe how the visitors interact with, and act in the space of the
exhibition. The data gathered from direct observation is supplemented by interviews
with visitors and curator/docents.
The comparison between these three exhibitions spaces will help highlight the
discursive practices of different actors and the various sites in which we can observe
the discourse of ruination at work. Whether by affirming the ideals of an “Asia’s World
City” devoid of decay; by communicating the “magnitude of urban decay” through
7

meticulous simulation; or by suggesting a different regime of value that contests the
dominant perception of spaces and communities marked by ruination; the exhibitions
are valuable sites, not only to observe how knowledge is constituted, but how it is
being negotiated.
Yet, a discussion about urban renewal in Hong Kong would be inadequate
without including the current debates on heritage preservation. It is also crucial as a
site in which we can observe the increasingly entrepreneurial, publicity-aware
strategies adopted by urban renewal actors; as mentioned above, revitalisation and
preservation are two of the four core practices of the URA.
Preservation, as opposed to redevelopment — but cleverly appropriated under
the larger framework of urban renewal, also reveal a unique concern that pertains to
Hong Kong’s postcolonial context. While the city has long experienced high density
development and accompanying high property prices (of which is substantially due to
the high land value policy benefitting the state and developers), the acceleration of
redevelopment and what some would call “new-build gentrification” (Davidson &
Lees, 2010) after the neoliberal restructuring of the 1990s and 2000s3 has ignited much
conflict. The cycle of devalorisation of built environment capital and its
(re)valorisation (Smith, 1982), i.e. the efficient “circulation of space” as a profiteering
mechanism has become even more essential to Hong Kong which relies heavily on the
capital generated through the property sector.
The result is that urban space — whether old, new or monumental — face
“imminent ruin, on the premise of here today, gone tomorrow — a logistics that, by

3

Between 1990s and 2000s was the Asian financial crisis of 1997, which Hong Kong suffered
immensely. The economic recovery—observed throughout the 2000s was accompanied by the
booming real estate market and an exponential rise in the makeup of land sales in the government’s
fiscal revenue. See Chapter 2 for more elaboration.
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contracting time, dispenses even with the pathos of decay” (Abbas, 1997, p.64).
Against this backdrop of a rapidly vanishing landscape, Hong Kong has witnessed an
increasing interest in the preservation of heritage especially towards vernacular
structures that symbolise the city’s working class past; in the official realm, as a way
to foster a sense of belonging and identity (Tung, 1998), and among the public, as an
opportunity for autonomous “root searching and questioning of inheritance” (Chen &
Szeto, 2015, p. 445). One particular type of building, the tong lau, also known as the
Chinese tenement or shop house, which housed Hong Kong’s working population
since the mid-19th Century, stands out as the subject of these debates over heritage,
collective memory and urban renewal. In this research I pay particular attention to
these buildings, as sites of struggle and contestation of values.
In this light, the case of preservation that I examine concerns the on-going
transformation of the Blue House Cluster. Located in an old part of Wan Chai, Blue
House (藍屋) is listed, among some 200 others, as a Grade 1 historic building for its
authenticity as a pre-war tenement house for predominantly lower-class people. Blue
House is significant in three aspects: (1) it is the first case of heritage revitalisation in
Hong Kong to retain the original residential use; (2) this was achieved through the
community’s struggle against the URA’s proposal which originally proposed to
repurpose the building into a “tourist attraction with the theme of tea and medicine”
(Chan, 2006); (3) it is a special case of preservation which involves the cooperation
between architects, conservation experts, the community, social workers (NGO) and
artist/activists. On the one hand, this project could be viewed as a unique case of
bottom-up monumentalisation, in a site which records struggles against redevelopment
and gentrification by preservation. On the other hand, it is a site that demonstrates the
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ambivalences implied in heritage preservation where the purpose is to renew and
revitalise.
Essentially, both preservation and redevelopment deal with the same category
of buildings, spaces marked by decay, age and a sense of decline. Whereas
redevelopment aims to generate new value (economic, cultural, etc.) by eradicating the
old, and building the new, preservation serves to do the same, but by reinterpreting
and inscribing a certain cultural, historical value which is thought to be at the risk of
disappearance. As the analysis of the case of Blue House will illustrate, this process of
“heritage interpretation” and the physical restoration, inevitably involves an erasure of
a significant part of the building’s history as well as its “current” value for the
community.
By examining these cases through the framework that the discourse of
ruination provides, the research ultimately hopes to address the question of erasure and
destruction that is bypassed, when redevelopment and preservation are viewed as an
act of rejuvenation — as the urban “renewal” of godforsaken places. With this overall
objective in mind, below is a list of research questions pertaining to the case studies,
which forms the basis for data collection and the argument of the thesis.
1. How do the exhibitions — as discursive practice — constitute and consolidate
certain knowledges about urban decay, as well as its counterpart, the sanitised,
modern city? How does this configure and normalise the logic of urban renewal?
2. To what extent does heritage preservation operate within the larger framework
of urban renewal — and the discourse of ruination?

10

Significance of Study
Crossing over diverse fields of anthropology, urban studies and geography,
‘ruin studies’ has offered innovative ways to understand spaces of destruction,
violence and neglect. It has illuminated the critical potential of ruins and ruination, as
‘counter-sites’ that testify to violence and thus being able to critique the volatility of
capitalist production and notions of progress, as well as the continuing damage of
imperialism (Edensor, 2005; Stoler, 2008; DeSilvey & Edensor, 2012; Gordillo, 2014).
Theories of ruins are particularly significant in their scrutiny of processes and effects
of destruction, which I believe has the potential to disrupt the dominant discourse of
‘creative destruction’ especially in referring to urban (re)development. Geographers
such as David Harvey (1990) and Neil Smith (2008) have argued that the notion of
‘creative destruction’ depoliticises, highlighting the “creative” side of capitalist
production while effectively erasing the violence of destruction. For example, Gaston
Gordillo (2014) puts forward the concept of “destructive creation” which questions the
disjointed ways in which spatial destruction operates, “destroying some places and
regions more so than it does others and creating sacrifice zones” (p. 80).
It also echoes Smith’s (1982) theorisation of gentrification and uneven
development — the sacrifice zones, the disinvestment and devalorisation of space —
is fundamental to the accumulation of capital (accumulation by dispossession in the
gentrification sense). While gentrification studies offer important angles — such as the
attention to ‘class’ — to understand complex urban processes and strategies at work,
I believe that ruin studies, with its attention to the moments of destruction has much to
contribute. There is still much ambiguity surrounding the character (and criteria for
assessing) of these “functionally obsolete”, blighted areas of the city. Proponents for
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gentrification often adopt the rhetoric of ruins to justify their cause for the
rehabilitation of buildings, as if to argue that these spaces were not suitable for human
habitation at all, all the while understating the problem of displacement, and loss of
existing values the space might have had for the residents.
The case of Hong Kong further demonstrates the importance of asking the
question “how does something become a ruin” — rather than merely assuming it is
already — due to the sheer speed of redevelopment. The city, as it is organised
currently, requires the facilitation of continuous, extensive redevelopment in order to
sustain its economy and fiscal revenue structure (La Grange & Pretorius, 2016). Even
with the relatively short expiry date of 50 years per building — it needs more than just
the physical passing of time to become ruinous. It is in this respect my research tackles
the discourse of ruination.
On the other hand, I observed the tendency in ruin studies to iconise the figure
of the ruin to such an extent that it only becomes significant in its exclusivity from the
mainstream urban landscape, as Schönle (2006) suggests, the ruin “derives its power
and promise from its refusal to be assimilated in the surrounding symbolic order” (p.
654, cited in DeSilvey & Edensor, 2012, p. 479). DeSilvey and Edensor (2012), in
their overview of ruin scholarship also notes that there is a tendency to “privilege
visual concerns, and a preoccupation with making the ruin illustrate particular aesthetic
or philosophical constructs” (p. 467). I perceive this tendency as a gap in ruin studies,
which primarily sees the ruin as an allegorical, pre-existing object (and decay as
natural and neutral process). With a new focus on the discourse of ruination, ruins can
be considered not as exclusive to, but inherently embedded in larger urban processes
which are also contextual and contingent; perhaps it can contribute to redefining these
processes rather than remaining as elusive sites subject to various philosophical
12

musings. With this research, I hope to contribute to the task of interlinking contextual
concerns, such as that of urban renewal, with new insights generated from ruin studies.
In addition, it can also perhaps, with limitation, contribute to the recent efforts
to contextualise gentrification in the “Global East” (Shin, Lees, & Lo ́pez-Morales,
2016). As this thesis also hopes to illustrate, there are certain historical and
contemporary urban trajectories unique to Hong Kong that cannot be adequately
explained through the model of “classic gentrification”. These theories are primarily
based on the experiences of Western, advanced capitalist cities, which demonstrate a
very particular relationship between the rural, the suburbs and the inner city.
Nevertheless in various ways and vocabularies, the debates around gentrification,
displacement, state-led urban renewal, preservation, privatisation of public space and
the like — are crucial to and symptomatic of Hong Kong’s current socio-political
context and needs to be articulated both locally and in relation to global dynamics.
Albeit having a very particular focus, that of how the figure of the ruin is shaped, and
deployed in the practice of urban renewal in Hong Kong, I believe that the reference
to, and the coupling of broader fields of literature on gentrification, urban renewal and
ruin studies, could illuminate a point of discussion and inspiration for further research.

Structure
Following the introduction, the second chapter will begin by laying out the
main concepts and contexts that inform this study, as well as offering a more detailed
account of how urban renewal practices evolved historically, as interventions in
dealing with certain “problematic” spaces. By examining the discourses that rendered
them as non-compliant and problematic, I attempt to trace the conditions in which the
13

discourse of ruination emerged. Ch. 2 is divided into two sections, one which reviews
the scholarship on ruins, locating also the gap that this thesis attempts to address. The
second section gives a selective historical, social context in which the concept of urban
renewal emerged as a dominant practice (and a discursive practice) of ordering and
transforming urban space in Hong Kong. Particular attention will be paid to the
discourse of hygiene and the prevailing assumption of a “lack of space”. It highlights
how governments in different periods dealt with sites that were regarded as unsanitary
and dilapidated — the discourses employed to identify and classify them — and the
underlying motivation for these measures. It also demonstrates the continuity of the
discourses to this day as well as changes and adaptations.
Ch.3 consists of the analysis of two exhibitions — the City Gallery and the
UREC. The analysis mainly draws from primary data collected through interviews and
direct observation of guided tours — observing both the docents and the ways in which
participants interact and respond to the content and act in the space. It addresses the
discursive practices of various actors/institutions, in their ways of consolidating the
binaries of dilapidation, decline/progress, old/modern; and how, through the exhibition
narrative they construct a certain illusory coherence that legitimises and authenticates
these binaries. Ch.4 opens up the discussion on heritage preservation with the case of
the Blue House Cluster. It illustrates the politics of monumentalising old buildings (the
process by which a ‘ruin’ becomes ‘heritage’), which reinforces the logic of urban
renewal, and the erasure and destruction which result from a homogenous
interpretation of heritage. I conclude this chapter by illustrating the case of an
exhibition-community space, Hong Kong House of Stories, which suggest possibilities
of destabilising or intervening in the dominant narrative of space — producing and
communicating different values that have been overlooked by the expert practice of
14

heritage preservation. Finally, Ch.5 will present the conclusion of the thesis, as well as
locating the possibilities for further research.
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Chapter Two
Contextual Framework

The purpose of this chapter is to first explore a relevant field within which this
research can be placed, namely, ruin studies and urban studies in the context of Hong
Kong; second, to identify their shortcomings and spaces for intervention. Ruin studies,
which is a vibrant interdisciplinary field, (spanning anthropology, human geography,
urban studies, aesthetics) has come to characterise the burgeoning scholarly interest in
spaces that represent forms of destruction, decay and abandonment. Described often
as a symptom of a “contemporary ruin lust”, it refers back to the long tradition of “ruingazing” and ruin appreciation in Europe which reached its peak in the 18th Century.
However the contemporary ruin lust is no longer limited to the crumbling stone
structures of ancient civilisations; in fact the subject of fascination is largely, the ruins
of the recent past, symbolising the decline of the industrial economy, and the failed
promises of progress in modernity. Under such notions, ruins in existing literature are
often mobilised to critique the volatility and violence of late capitalism, which
inevitably leave a trail of debris at the expense of development. Although such
critiques are useful, especially in their ways of proclaiming the subversive potential of
debris, i.e. “the ruin strikes back”, often this is at the expense of a more in-depth
analysis of the specific contexts in which these ruins exist, are made visible and the
ways in which certain societies deal with them.
Bringing ruins back to the context of its making, requires a thorough unpacking
of the concept of the ruin itself, and this is not just an ontological question. What
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constitutes a ruin? What are the processes that ruin? In other words, we have to ask
how ruination works, discursively and materially, in order to see how they come to
matter in particular contexts of urban development. In this sense, my project of
investigating the discourse of ruination, is an attempt to bridge the question (and
significance) of ruins and larger urban processes — of governance, planning,
redevelopment, preservation — that contribute to their making and remaking.
Simultaneously, by bridging this gap, I believe that this concept can also provide a
new critical understanding of processes such as urban renewal. As I have stated in the
introduction, an enquiry centred on ‘ruination’ helps to highlight a crucial part of the
urban renewal process — the discursive constitution and physical destruction of
defective spaces — which reveals how certain societies deal with their abject and
refuse, and to what effect? The first part of this chapter will outline some of the
important insights from ruin studies, and the second part will focus on issues more
directly concerning the urban space in Hong Kong, with particular attention to the
various discourses on space that emerged in different moments of history.

Reflections on Ruin Studies
To begin with, I think it is important to briefly mention the historical, Western
conception of ruins, since in various ways, the notion of “ruin gazing” still persists in
their contemporary interest.4 “Ruin gazing”, described as a practice of appreciating

4

Recent writings on ruins, which are produced predominantly in the West, frequently start with the
mention of the 18th century ruin lust, stating the “obvious” and “inevitable” connection. For example,
DeSilvey & Edensor (2012) state that “the ruined form is one of the most enduring and complex
representational devices in western tradition, and contemporary perspectives are inevitably inflected
with traces of earlier engagements” (p. 465). Hell & Schönle (2010) also affirm, commenting on ruin
images in contemporary times, that “the way we see them is not raw but framed by a long tradition of
ruin gazing” (p. 1).
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ruins, infer that ruins are aesthetic objects. The 18th century is cited as the period
where “ruin lust” reached its peak, partly because of the huge quantities of painting
produced on ruins (both real and imaginary), Hubert Robert and J.M.W. Turner being
prominent examples. Further evidence states that it was popular among the bourgeoisie
to have “fake” ruins as garden decorations, which gave a sense of “the prestige of time
and history” (Rangel, 2010, p. 14).
These early romanticist interest in ruins indicate an important motif —
nostalgia. Ruins in this context, often those of crumbling Roman stone structures,
roofless abbeys and grand castles, symbolised the fallen “empire” and provoked
nostalgia for its glorious past. Nostalgia can be said to be an important motif in the
contemporary interest in ruins as well, though it may be of a different type. Borrowing
Svetlana Boym’s (2001) classification of different types of nostalgia, I would argue
that while in the 18th century, the image of the ruin provoked a restorative nostalgia;
the structures left behind by past civilisations symbolised the endurance and
monumental influence of those who built them — thereby mythicizing and idealising
the past; the ruins of modernity, or ‘new ruins’ (McCauley, 1953), which emerged in
post-war, post-industrialised ‘cities’ can be said to provoke what Boym would have
called, reflective nostalgia. Bombed-out war ruins and abandoned factories do not
glorify the past but provoke the viewing subject to question the past and what
constitutes as “progress”. Much like Benjamin’s (1968/1955) angel of history,
watching as wreckage of the past are hurled at its feet, reflecting on the violence and
destruction of progress, ruins of modernity provoke a certain reflection about the
violence that produced them.
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Between critique and romanticisation
The ruin as a site/object that disrupts dominant notions of progress and linearity
of history is a recurring motif in ruin studies. Most often this is combined with an anticapitalist critique, which mobilises the ruin as a counter-site. The argument is that ruins
embody the destruction and the failed promises of capitalism; they are concrete, visible
evidence that testify to matters/spaces made redundant in the constant march of
progress. This is perhaps relevant in many parts of the Western world, from Western
Europe to North America, especially in cities that were heavily industrialised and
witnessed the departure of industrial capital fairly earlier on. Detroit has for instance,
become the poster child for blight and abandonment in America.
In recent decades there has also been an upsurge of the production — and
circulation of ruin images; professional photographs of the ruins of Detroit and
Ukraine’s disaster site Chernobyl have been made into neat coffee table books; online
photography sharing platforms such as Flickr have numerous groups/collections
dedicated to categories of decay, rust and abandonment; Tate Britain in 2014, launched
an ambitious exhibition titled “Ruin Lust” which brings together ‘ruin art’ of the past
and present (17th century to contemporary), and the list goes on.
The proliferation of ruin images has incited numerous criticisms, for instance,
calling it a “fetishism of crumbling concrete, cracked windows and hidden wastelands”
(Cunningham, 2011), perhaps alluding to the continuity of tradition of ruin gazing
which aestheticises — while de-politicising images of decline. Dora Apel (2015) in
her recent book Beautiful Terrible Ruins: Detroit and the Anxiety of Decline asserts
that we need to consider the politics of ruination and ruin imagery, as photographs tend
to blur the complexities of the causes and effects of decline. However, she also
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acknowledges the “inherent contradiction of ruin imagery” (p. 2), which showcases
disaster and terror and at the same time provokes the impulse to see beauty in it — and
beauty makes the terrible bearable.
Images of Detroit and Chernobyl share a defining characteristic: the total
absence of human beings. Depopulated pictures, often with the emphasis on nature
taking over — not only romanticises apocalypse, but also erases the question of
responsibility because decay/decomposition is portrayed as natural and in the end,
nature will renew. The naturalisation of decay often coincides with the aestheticisation
of decay, which ironically freezes the space in history (decay being an evidence of age),
rather than testify to the on-going process of decomposition. As the critiques of the
aestheticisation of ruins suggest, the quality of ruins as elusive and inherently silent
objects make the mobilisation of ruins also difficult; there is always an ambivalence
in the act of putting destruction on display, even when the objective is to critique the
violence itself. Cunningham (2011) adds that the problem is also in the distancing of
the viewing subject in relation to the representation, as “the passivity and neutralisation
of the gazing subject is mirrored by that subject’s essentially passive role within the
decomposition of the ruin” (p. 20). True enough, the allure of ruin images is partly in
its exotic, fantastical setting that effectively positions the ruin outside the daily
dimensions of the viewing subject; rendering us a perpetual outsider, “gazing” at the
intimate spaces of unidentified past inhabitants.
Through this overview of current discussions on the topic of ruins and ruin
imagery, it becomes quite clear that the dividing line between ‘romantic’ ruin gazing
and ‘critical’ ruin studies is an ambiguous one. Recent writings on ruins also
acknowledge this, for example, DeSilvey & Edensor (2012) state that “the ruined form
is one of the most enduring and complex representational devices in western tradition,
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and contemporary perspectives are inevitably inflected with traces of earlier
engagements” (p. 465). Hell & Schönle (2010) also affirm, that “the way we see them
is not raw but framed by a long tradition of ruin gazing” (p. 1). This ambiguity
surrounding the enduring fascination with ruins, whether for criticism or romantic
nostalgia, clearly demonstrates the limitations of ruin studies in privileging visual and
aesthetic concerns.

Ruin materiality
An important response to the criticisms above is the call for the “non-discursive”
investigation of ruin spaces. As DeSilvey and Edensor (2012) state, “multiple
potentials of derelict sites and ruins are not merely theoretical, for they are experienced
via a myriad of other informal and unofficial practices” (p. 475). Highlighted here is
the potential of the ruin to be reappropriated in ways that conventional spaces —
single-purpose, pragmatic spaces defined by their productivity — cannot. Often these
informal spatial practices are engaged in by both human and non-human agents; nature
takes over; stray cats and dogs find shelter in spaces vacated by humans; urban
explorers, ghost hunters, drug addicts, and underground party people all make use of
the apparent “non-functional” space, creating new uses and modes of spatial
engagement. Critics argue that it is this incommensurable, contingent, malleable
quality of ruin spaces — defying homogenous characterisation — that reveals the
boundless possibility and potency of ruins (DeSilvey & Edensor, 2012).
One such example is the ruin as a space that allows alternative engagements
with history. Edensor (2005) asserts that ruins — in their embodiment and expression
of multiple temporalities — overlapping and intersecting without any clear order —
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can suggest an alternative politics of remembering which “foregrounds the value of
the sensual and the contingent, so as to bypass the ways in which memory is
increasingly disembedded from place through commodification, legislation and the
production of nostalgia” (p.126). He distinguishes between the dominant practices of
social remembering — of erecting monuments, museums, etc. — with “involuntary
memory” provoked in fragments within the ruin space. “Whereas voluntarily sought
and communicated memory is used to represent the past in a conscious operation, these
affective, involuntary memories emerge out of the workings of the unconscious” (p.
143). Involuntary memories are characterized in their inconceivability; they are
mediated exclusively by those eerie objects, rusty surfaces, the ambience and
sensuality of the ruin that can only be felt; they are significant in their insignificance,
which works to “destabilise that which has been recorded and classified as significant,
and therefore worthy of remembrance” (p.145).
Edensor’s argument on the importance of involuntary memories is also a
critique of the ways in which sites of memory and history are dealt with in heritage
preservation, which produces certain dominant ways of relating to and remembering
the past. I will draw upon this notion again in the case of the preservation of the Blue
House Cluster.
Interestingly, there is another corresponding argument which critiques the
monumentalisation of ruins and the making of historical value. Perhaps this points to
the distinction between the two types of ruins mentioned earlier — the ancient,
monumental ruins revered by the elite in the 18th century, and the ruins of modernity,
that which challenges rather than restoring the glory of the past. Gaston Gordillo (2014)
in his recent book Rubble: the Afterlife of Destruction confesses how he was
confronted with his own elite mindedness while doing fieldwork in Argentina, in
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search for the Spanish ruins. Ruins for him were like artefacts that symbolised history
and the endurance of time. They were something to be preserved and revered. But for
the local people in rural Argentina, they were merely rubble, which were more valuable
as materials for a brick oven. With this revelation, Gordillo critiques how ruins became
the fetishised object of the cultural elite — influenced by the Western tradition of ruin
gazing and heritage preservation — as sites where allegories of the great past
materialise, consequently imprinting them in history books and excluding them from
the sphere of everyday life. He points to the process whereby rubble become
intentional ruins; he states, “the void that the fetish of the ruin seeks to conceal from
mainstream sensibilities is the perceived nothingness of the rubble and, in general, the
haunting of a space devoid of the positivity cherished by the cult of full objects:
skyscrapers, cars malls monuments and gadgets” (p. 254). Ruins, as Gordillo sees them,
are made into ruins by monumentalisation and fetishisation. Materially, there are
merely rubble, which — also evocative of how Edensor and others characterised ruins
of modernity — are incommensurable and resist attempts to identify them according
to dominant value regimes e.g. productivity, heritage value, etc. However, because of
this tension and disorder that they create, by not fitting in, there are repeated attempts
in making them into ruin monuments.

Ruins to Ruination
While these varying concerns represent the multiplicity of ruin scholarship,
from the aestheticisation of decay to ruins/rubble as anti-capitalist, antimonumentalising ‘counter-site’, I find that much of the focus is on the ruins themselves,
as objects that signify. Moreover, with the exception of Gordillo perhaps, who
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contemplates the unsettling coexistence of the colonial Spanish ruins, the recently
abandoned buildings and the vast landscape of soy farms built on the destruction of
the indigenous way of life, I seldom find the mention of ruination as an ongoing
process (Stoler, 2013). Even industrial ruins, classified as ruins of the recent past, seem
to allow a certain distancing because the processes that made them (deindustrialisation) are no longer effective.
There is a certain danger in seeing ruins as a metaphor for the past, even as
they invoke “allegorical revelations about the past in the present” (Edensor, 2005, p.
142 [emphasis added]). First, in that it fails to address the processes that continue to
render them redundant, dangerous and an eyesore — in other words, the context in
which these ruins exist, and which continues to produce ruin spaces. Second, in that
the emphasis on the utopian possibilities of ruins — as spaces outside the flow of
capital and dominant value regimes of the city, may harbour a kind of regressive
nostalgia and romanticism.
On the other hand, I think that the concept of “ruination” captures the
“processes that ‘bring ruin upon,’ exerting material and social force in the present”
(Stoler, 2008, p. 195); it is a way of regarding ruin as both a noun and a verb. Stoler’s
(2013) account of ruination, as “an act perpetrated, a condition to which one is subject
and a cause of loss” (p. 11) helps to see ruination as not a natural process, but as a
force exerted by certain dominant actors. The discourse of ruination then, points to the
framework of knowledge and discursive practices (of particular actors) that configure
certain spaces as ruins, simultaneously “bringing ruin upon” these material and social
spaces by devaluing them. I argue that this allows us to observe the larger urban
processes, of spatial production and destruction in ruin spaces, rather than merely
asking what ruins signify.
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Hong Kong: The Conceived Space
In his seminal work, The Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre (1991/1974)
contends that space is a complex social construct, produced through the dialectic
relationship between perceived space/spatial practices — the daily routine, urban
reality; lived space/representational space — how people use and experience space;
and conceived space/representations of space — the discourses on space, produced by
experts, which “identify what is lived and what is perceived with what is conceived”
(p. 38). The latter, conceived space is particularly relevant for this research, in that it
describes how spaces — their identity, order, value, permitted use — are produced
through dominant discourses. He also highlights the key actors: urban planners,
architects, social engineers, scientists, whose discursive practices shape “the dominant
space in any society” (p. 39)5.
Drawing on Lefebvre’s notion of conceived space, I attempt to outline some of
the important modes of urban control/governance in Hong Kong, tracing their
relevance to the current context of ruination. It highlights how governments in
different periods dealt with sites that were regarded as unsanitary and dilapidated —
the discourses through which they were identified and classified — and the underlying
motivation for these measures. It also demonstrates the continuity of the discourses to
this day as well as changes and adaptations.

Lefebvre notes that although ideally, people’s everyday use and lived experiences of space is
appropriated into how space is designed and conceived, and spatial practices lived before it is
conceptualised, in reality, “the speculative primacy of the conceived over the lived causes practice to
disappear along with life, and so does very little justice to the 'unconscious' level of lived experience
per se.” (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 34)
5
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The Governance of Decay
Peter Fong (1985)’s periodization of urban renewal in Hong Kong has been
referred to over the years by numerous scholars as a foundation for analysing the post1980s transformation of urban renewal (Adams & Hastings, 2001; Ng, 1998). Writing
in the mid-1980s during which the Land Development Corporation — the first central
authority on urban renewal — was being established, Fong (1985) categorises early
urban renewal efforts in Hong Kong into three phases:

Table 1. Three phases of urban renewal in Hong Kong

Prior to the 1960s

“minimal government intervention”, small scale
redevelopment by private developers

1960s to 1980s

“ad hoc government intervention”, pilot schemes but
no comprehensive implementation

Post-1980s

“search for new strategy”, public-private partnership
and institutionalisation

Focussing on the government’s intervention in tackling urban deterioration, his main
criteria is the allocation of public resources. Prior to the 1960s, which covers the
extensive period from the mid-19th century, Fong observes the government’s apathy
towards the problem of urban decay, where redevelopment was mainly conducted in a
piecemeal manner by private developers who were only interested in making profit.
Therefore “the majority of the dilapidated buildings in less attractive locations
continued to exist despite their unsanitary and dangerous condition” (Fong, 1985, p.
285).
There was however, the first slum clearance operation after the outbreak of the
bubonic plague (1894), during which the government cleared a neighbourhood in Tai
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Ping Shan under the Tai Ping Shan Resumption Ordinance (1894). Prior to this
resumption ordinance, which was a direct measure to deal with the epidemic, the
government enacted the “Ordinance to Resume Crown Lands under Lease and to Give
Compensation Therefor and Other Cognate Purposes”, No. 23 (1889) that gave the
government the power to resume land for the purpose of eradicating dilapidation. The
ordinance explained that “should dwelling houses on certain portions of land under
lease from the Crown be of insanitary construction as regards conditions of air and
light, the Governor should be empowered to acquire or resume such lands and
buildings compulsorily with a view to erect improved houses” (Choa, 2000, p. 107).
This ordinance is regarded as the predecessor of the Land Resumption Ordinance (Cap
124). Thus the clearing of Tai Ping Shan during the plague could be seen as one of the
first large scale events in which state power was exercised in urban renewal. This also
illustrates the extent to which the concerns of hygiene, density (overcrowding) and
ventilation (public health) dominated the rationale for urban renewal, since dilapidated
housing (concentrated in Chinese neighbourhoods) were considered a hotbed of
disease, posing threats to the rest of the colony.
The second period, from the 1960s to the 1980s, which Fong (1985) describes
as ad hoc government intervention, is also characterised by the rapid expansion of the
urban area by way of developing new towns in the city’s periphery. While the
discourses of hygiene and density still played a part in identifying sites of decay, rather
than making efforts to contain and exclude these sites from the Central district, the
government looked to improving these conditions in the long run by implementing
various modernising schemes. One of the key examples is the provision of
‘resettlement housing’ after the massive slum clearance of the Shek Kip Mei squatter
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settlement6. Initiated in the mid-1950s, this marks a transition which Ip Iam Chong
(2004) calls the rise of the “semi-sanitary” operation, whereby, on the ruins of the old
sanitary institution (symbolised by the Shek Kip Mei fire) 7 a new ‘sanitary city’ was
built. The resettlement housing not only provided shelter, but configured a particular
way of living, thereby serving as a direct means of population management. Ip (2004)
asserts that the “entire resettlement project could be seen as a laboratory experiment
for running a miniature of a sanitary city. And the ‘citizens’ were imagined as people
following sanitary rules and living under the colonial enlightenment project” (p. 48).
With the rise of the modern, developmentalist state, land scarcity became a
much more pressing concern, and in the years that followed, the trajectory shows how
urban renewal became much more focussed as an operation to release land for new
development. As later sections reveal, the government experimented with various
ways of implementing comprehensive urban renewal throughout the 60s and 80s, but
it was not until the formation of the Land Development Corporation (LDC) in 1988
that the practice became institutionalised. Fong (1985) attributes this as a period of
searching for a new strategy, which is confirmed later as a strategy of ‘public-private
partnership’.
The following section will describe the events in each period in more detail,
highlighting the particular contexts in which urban renewal came to play a dominant
role in the production/destruction, ordering and demarcating space in Hong Kong.
There are three major points: (1) the colonial context of the dominance of “sanitary

‘Shek Kip Mei fire’ occurred in 1953, displacing around 50,000 people. Around this time (post-war),
more than 10% of the population of Hong Kong were living in squatter settlements, which were
“tolerated” by the government in various degrees (Ip, 2004).
7
The Shek Kip Mei fire symbolised the failure of the “containment” of hazard and dilapidation
characteristic of the early colonial period.
6
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power”; (2) scarcity of land (land as most valuable resource); (3) hegemony of property
development; which explains how ruination of the built environment could be
considered essential to the progress and development of Hong Kong.

Containing dilapidation in the racially segregated city
Scholars in Hong Kong have identified early efforts of urban renewal as a
method of “urban management” by the colonial government, which concerned issues
of public health, hygiene, overcrowding, fire safety and racial segregation (Leeming,
1977; Faure, 2003; Ip, 2004; Tang, 2008; Chu, 2012). This is exemplified by the new
regulations that were implemented such as the ‘Good Order and Cleanliness Ordinance’
(1844), the ‘Buildings and Nuisances Ordinance’ (1856), the ‘Buildings Ordinance
(1889) and the ‘Closed Houses and Insanitary Dwellings Ordinance’ (1894), which
shared the objective of policing any kind of behaviour that may disturb the peace and
order of the colony, from a strictly British-European perspective. These ordinances,
which seemed to focus on the regulation of buildings, in fact, was an attempt to survey
behaviour and conduct — of mainly the large number of Chinese labourers living in
the cramped ethnic enclave. For example, the ‘Good Order and Cleanliness Ordinance’
(1844), amended in 1845, served to penalise:
Any person throwing filth into any street or drain; Neglecting to clean street,
drain, or house; Committing nuisance; Obstructing public road; Constructing
inflammatory buildings; Encroaching on road or Crown land; Neglecting to
remove ruinous buildings… (Good Order and Cleanliness Ordinance, 1844)
On the other hand, ‘Closed Houses and Insanitary Dwellings Ordinance’ (1894) was a
response to the outbreak of the bubonic plague which occurred in the Chinese enclave
of Tai Ping Shan, and included practical measures to alleviate “overcrowding”. At the
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same time these ordinances served to indicate and define what constituted as
overcrowding, unhygienic, ruinous, etc. For example,
Every domestic building and any part thereof found to be inhabited in excess
of a proportion of one adult for every 30 square feet of habitable floor space
or superficial area and 400 cubic feet of clear and unobstructed internal air
space shall be deemed to be in an overcrowded condition. (Closed Houses and
Insanitary Dwellings Ordinance, 1894)
Meanwhile, in 1882, Osbert Chadwick, a sanitary engineer was commissioned
to draft a report on the sanitary conditions of Hong Kong, which triggered the first
public health movement and the formation of the Sanitary Board (1883) — the
predecessor of the Urban Council, which currently manages everything from libraries
to cremation and street cleansing. The Chadwick report was actually an extremely
detailed census study on the Chinese population, in which their living quarters were
subjected to rigorous scrutiny. Among many particularities, Chadwick drew attention
to a few key areas: density, ventilation and toilets (Chadwick, 1882). It was then that
the first typology of Chinese dwellings was drawn. Throughout the 19th century,
disputes continued over these areas, particularly regarding the adequate level of
density indoors, where typically several families shared one building divided into
cubicles.
Early measures regarding the regulation of private space are seen by some as a
deeply colonial phenomenon — a struggle of governance in a racially segregated city
as Western discourses were transplanted. In this light, Ip Iam Chong (2004) argues in
his study of resettlement housing, that
The widespread sanitary institutions and measures regulating people’s bodies
and living environments were both a modern and a colonial phenomenon. The
Chinese in Hong Kong first of all came to be defined by the official institution
not as “citizens” but as subjects under the governance of sanitary power, and
this institutional subject formation paralleled the process of the making of the
colonial state. (p. 50).
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Ip further concludes that “housing is not only a physical unit or an object, but a terrain
subject to political power, state ideology, and dominant fantasies” (Ip, 2004, p. 51). If
resettlement blocks of 1950s served an educational function, demonstrating the
fantasies as well as the practicalities of modern living, it should be noted that they were
erected on the ruins of former squatter settlements, and their counterpart, the equally
“ruinous” tenement buildings. Cecilia Chu (2012)’s study on the discourse of the
“Chinese house” in Hong Kong highlights the ways in which spatial control in the
colonial city gave rise to the dualism of European and Chinese cultures, and how the
Chinese building “tong lau” became a contested ideological terrain within this
“bifurcated milieu” (p. 278). I draw on this study in order to highlight the continuities
of certain representations and imaginations of the tong lau, which have historically,
and to this day, been a constant target of urban renewal. This historical reflection of
Chinese buildings will demonstrate how certain discourses produce certain types of
problematic buildings and thus how buildings are privileged sites for studying the
operation of dominant discourses and regimes of value.

Tong Lau: the typology of dilapidation
The term “tong lau” ( 唐 樓 ), which in Chinese literally means “Chinese
building” has come to refer to a particular building type in Hong Kong. The name itself
lacks any meaningful description; however, through years of accumulated
representation, be it cultural, political, legal, it has come to evoke a particular
imagination. Sometimes it is nostalgic, often mobilised as an evidence of the hardships
of the hard-working Hong Kong Chinese people, and other times it is the image of the
past that needs to be eradicated, the backwardness, poverty and decay standing too
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close and in the way of modern high rises. Chu (2012) argues that the tong lau remains
an “‘anti-normative’ housing type, associated simultaneously with poverty and
backwardness and a resilient native culture that evaded colonial domination” (p. 278).
This perhaps explains why still, in the current landscape of urban renewal, the tong lau
constitutes a contested terrain, where heritage values often clash with redevelopment
agendas.
The term “tong lau” has often been referred to in English colonial documents
as “Chinese tenements” or “Chinese domestic buildings”, although the typical tong lau
consists of a combination of residential and commercial uses. According to the
Buildings Ordinance of 1935, tenements are defined as “any domestic building
constructed, used, or adapted to be used for human habitation by more than one tenant”
(Buildings Ordinance, 1935). The distinction was then made against its counterpart
which was the European building built in European style, which housed single
families8.
Tong Laus typically consisted of shops on the ground floor, and subdivided
units on the second and third floor. According to Osbert Chadwick’s (1882) report,
which studied Chinese buildings in light of concerns for public health and hygiene
conditions, each floor, adding up to around 450 to 700 square feet, would house 6
subdivided cabins, including the cockloft space. During his visit, Chadwick came
across a tenement building which had 16 people living on one floor. This number
would increase dramatically in the years after the Second World War and the Chinese
Civil War, due to the influx of refugees.

8

It should be noted that not all tong lau were divided into tenements, but the prevailing notion,
particularly as a figure in contrast to the typical, single-family European house, was that they were
cramped, insanitary tenements — “pockets of poverty”, so to speak.
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During the first half of the colonial era, Hong Kong’s urban space was, to quite
a large extent, racially segregated. In the city of Victoria, European settlements were
spread across what is now Central, the Mid-levels and the Peak; the wealthier you were,
the higher up you lived, and this created a unique spatial order which still persists today
in the Western part of Hong Kong Island, where the city is vertically divided by income
levels. The Chinese on the other hand, settled in a number of designated enclaves 9,
namely, Tai Ping Shan, and the lower levels of the island. It was famously said in the
European Residential Reservation Ordinance of 1888, that upper levels of the island
including the Peak and Mid-levels should be reserved for the Europeans who were by
nature more vulnerable to the tropical climate.
Whereas the health and comfort of the Europeans in a tropical climate demand
conditions which are inconsistent with the neighbourhood of houses crowded
with occupants and otherwise used after the manner customary with the
Chinese inhabitants, and whereas the influx of Chinese into the Colony tends
constantly to narrow the area of the City of Victoria where such conditions
are attainable, and it is desirable to reserve by law a district where such
conditions may be secured (Ordinance No.16, 1888 cited in Chu, 2012, p. 269)
A number of research in Hong Kong examines how building regulations —
concerned with hygiene and safety — served as a means to implicitly restrict the
Chinese population into the European reservations. For example, Cecilia Chu (2012)
studies how the colonial government achieved this by restricting “Chinese style”
architecture within the European area.
Experience teaches us that a European house standing next to or between
Chinese properties, will not let as profitably as one standing among buildings
of its own class, and it would therefore, I think be prudent to consider whether
in issuing the building permits alluded to, we do not really expose ourselves
to the possibility of legal claims from those European house owners whose
interests may be prejudiced under such permits (Price, May 8, 1877, p.649
cited in Chu, 2012, p. 266).

9

Tai Ping Shan was established as a Chinese district in the 1840s.
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On the other hand, proposal of converting European buildings into Chinese tenements
was promptly approved, on the condition that the building’s exterior design match
adjacent European buildings — a concession that allowed the government to “prevent
the disfigurement of the city” by “insisting upon a high standard of street architecture”
(Price, May 8, 1877, p.649 cited in Chu, 2012, p. 264). The tong lau was in fact, a
unique form of architecture which emerged as a result of adaptation and compromise
by the local population in Hong Kong. It was the specific colonial context — the
building regulations, racial segregation policies, lack of welfare, that produced these
forms of settlements, but as Chu’s study reveals, the colonial discourse conveniently
took hold of these buildings — studied them, classified them, only to perpetuate the
portrayal of the tong lau as a “backward, unhygienic dwelling in every way different
from the normative decent ‘European house’” (Chu, 2012, p. 263), the buildings were
then used as a metaphor for their inhabitants — the Chinese — their way of life, nature,
values, which fundamentally contradicted the Europeans, consequently legitimising
the racist segregation policies.
Observations on early colonial urban policies delineate two important points.
First, how the built environment — conceived and regulated through Western
discourses of hygiene, density and public health — served as a crucial testing ground
and a basis for colonial governance; and second, how these discourses which served
to identify, regulate and order urban space, produced a “bifurcated milieu” (Chu, 2012)
which further classified spaces that were compliant, and non-compliant (such as the
tong lau), assuring the reform of the latter.
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Making room: slum clearance and rise of the land (re)development regime
While in the early colonial period, the regulation and renewal of urban space
operated as a means to ensure the “peace and order of the colony” in a racially
segregated city, by preventing the encroachment of dilapidation (restricting Chinese
buildings) to other areas, post-war Hong Kong represented different concerns. After
the Second World War and the Chinese Civil War, there was an influx of refugees and
migrants from Mainland China, and Hong Kong rapidly grew into a manufacturingbased, industrial economy. Alongside concerns for public health and social order, the
scarcity of land became a much graver concern.
In 1948, the Housing Society was formed as a not-for-profit statutory body to
carry out urban improvement schemes and provide “quality housing for the society at
non-prohibitive rates” (Hong Kong Housing Society, n.d.). Urban renewal then, was
characterised as a kind of social exercise that would service the population that were
suffering under poor living conditions. Major operations under this scheme involved
clearing out squatter areas, and relocating the people into newly built “resettlement
estates”. However, as Ip (2004) asserts, the provision of government housing cannot
simply be considered as a “housing” issue, but should be examined in the context of
colonial governance, wherein housing as a social space served as a foundation for the
cultural cultivation of docile, modern citizens.
As to why squatter settlements became such a significant problem in the first
place, Chow (2000) and Smart (1992) identify the reasons: (1) rapid post-war influx
of migrants from China; (2) private housing development for low-income refugees
deemed unprofitable by developers; (3) government’s delayed intervention in the name
of “positive non-interventionism”. It is generally assumed that after the Shek Kip Mei
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fire in 1953, which displaced more than 50,000 people, the government had to
intervene to solve the crisis, and that generously, it provided new, modern homes for
the displaced people at “non-prohibitive” rates10. However, the statement from the
Commissioner for Resettlement suggests that it was not merely a crisis management
measure nor a welfare mission.
Squatters are not resettled simply because they need, or necessarily because
they deserve, hygienic and fireproof homes; they are resettled because the
community can no longer afford to carry the fire risk, health risk and threat to
public order and public prestige which the squatter areas represent, and
because the community needs the land of which they are in illegal occupation.
And the land is needed quickly. (Commissioner for Resettlement 1954-55, p.
30 as cited in Ip, 2004 p. 42).
Here, it is possible to observe the importance of the continuing notion of the risk of
public health and order, which clearly identified the squatter settlements as a threat to
the rest of the colony; but also, there is a mention of the value of land, which is “needed
quickly”. It expresses the context of the rapidly expanding (both in terms of territory
and population), developmentalist government of post-war Hong Kong, which
benefitted immensely from property development (land sales) and the revival of the
city’s economy through the reproduction of labour power11.
At least since the post-war period, it can be argued that urban renewal has been
operating on the basis of a perceived lack of space, which, combined with the anxiety

10

Over the years there have been many critiques to this notion, which asserts that although the Shek
Kip Mei fire provided stimulus, the government’s action on squatter clearance (and ‘resettlement’)
served other interests. Namely, Drakakis-Smith (1981) argues that squatter clearance was an operation
to make land available for private development, wherein the government as landowner profited greatly
from the sale of valuable land. However, Smart (1992) argues that such an analysis is too simplistic,
and cannot explain why the government insisted on squatter resettlement not just clearance. He asserts
that the shortage of housing was partially a result of the state’s intervention in limiting redevelopment
by the private sector (by imposing strict building regulations, etc.) in the first place. Thus the
operation of squatter clearance/resettlement should be considered as the state’s intervention in
maintaining its extensive control over land development as well as balancing political stability.
11
In studies of housing in Hong Kong, there is an argument that the provision of public housing is a
means of reproducing labour power, since, with minimum expenditure on housing, industries can keep
the wages low. Thus, housing becomes a kind of “social wage” that subsidizes the workers and helps
maintain relatively stable labour relations in the society (Smart, 1992).
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of a city-wide fire and public health risk, has legitimised the rapid demolition and
redevelopment of dilapidated areas. This problem of land scarcity has also been largely
addressed through the expansion of the city, where the government focussed on
developing new towns in the eastern part of Kowloon (Kwun Tong in the 1950s) and
the New Territories (Sha Tin, Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun in the 1970-80s). On the
other hand, the 1960s to the 80s saw some efforts in devising a new strategy for
comprehensive urban redevelopment, demonstrated by projects such as the Urban
Renewal Pilot Scheme (1969-1983)12. The scheme took the form of a redevelopment
policy, the first of its kind, drawn from extensive research and review of the
government’s former practices of slum clearance. The Pilot Scheme would start with
a designation of an Urban Renewal District (for which a statutory outline zoning plan
would be prepared), within which Urban Renewal Areas (of about 10-15 acres each)
would be formed, each related to detailed government plans for redevelopment and a
phased programme of implementation (Bristow, 1984). The area of Western and Sai
Ying Pun in Hong Kong Island was designated as the first Urban Renewal District.
However, the government’s pilot scheme of designating Island West as an Urban
Renewal District, and its overall policies on urban redevelopment was severely
criticised by Drakakis-Smith and others. His argument is as follows:
(The first Urban Renewal District was) neither the only area of dilapidated
tenements in Hong Kong nor the most extensive […] The refusal to construct
public housing within the cleared areas negated one of the main social
objectives of a renewal scheme, which is to improve the living conditions of
tenement families […] What makes the decision more incomprehensible is
that the government was aware that housing in the Renewal District would
provide a better residential environment for the community, but was unwilling
to forego the substantial revenue which would eventually be obtained from
land sales. (Drakakis-Smith, 1979, p.79, 83)

12

Some smaller scale efforts include the Environmental Improvement Area (EIA) and the
Comprehensive Redevelopment Area (CRA).
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The pilot scheme is considered largely as a failure, as it proved to be insufficient in
meeting its most important criteria — the public benefit and welfare, which was its
key justification. In response to this Roger Bristow (1984) writes:
There is no doubt that urban renewal in Hong Kong, in a comprehensive sense
as in the Urban Renewal Pilot Area, came in the end to be seen as a financial
rather than a social exercise […] That financial considerations determine town
planning practice in Hong Kong is an undisputed fact. (Bristow, 1984, p. 229)
In fact, as Fong (1985) states, after the redevelopment of the Urban Renewal Districts,
“all available development sites were eventually sold to private developers except for
those reserved for government institutions and community facilities” (p. 285). Given
the context in which land development has always been a major source of revenue for
the government, the critiques on redevelopment being primarily a financial exercise
comes as no surprise. Although Hong Kong has been largely known to the world as a
free entrepôt, with laissez-faire economic policies, the government’s stance on the
built environment can be described as anything but non-interventionist, albeit being
“pro-business”.
It is a known fact that the Hong Kong government owns and has ultimate
authority over almost every plot of land in the territory. With a few minor exceptions,
land is sold by way of ‘leasehold grants’, the majority being tenured to the highest
bidder at the annual public land auction (Goo & Lee, 2003; Poon, 2006). Moreover, a
significant proportion of government revenue comes from land premium collected
through land sales and lease modification 13 . The government has been routinely
accused of deliberately setting the land prices high — or rather, opting to not intervene
when land and property prices become unaffordable to the public — because it has an

13

Land sales means proceeds collected from sales in the public auction, lease modification premium
refers to the instance where the leaseholder pays a premium to the landowner (government) to modify
the use of land e.g. changing from industrial to commercial use, etc.
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obvious vested interest, i.e. the higher the land price the higher the government revenue
from land premium. Alice Poon (2006) reviews how the pro-business attitude14 of the
Hong Kong government in land supply and regulation has resulted in the creation of a
privileged ruling class who profits immensely through land acquisition and property
development. Land, unlike the stock market, is a limited natural resource, and the
Hong Kong government who has total control of its supply, has reportedly failed to
regulate its equal distribution, letting property conglomerates accumulate power and
capital through the acquisition of land.
In a more recent article, La Grange and Pretorius (2016) describes this as a type
of urban governance, which centres on the government’s “entrepreneurial exploitation
of land as a resource” (p. 520), and by which an urban morphology unique to Hong
Kong has emerged — namely, high density, high land price, rapid (re)development
and turnover of land. They further argue that this system is the most “powerful force
in trends to gentrification and urban redevelopment in Hong Kong” (p. 520), and the
effect is the speedy replacement of older buildings in well-located areas with luxury
establishments and the displacement of original, working class residents from the inner
city.
In a similar perspective, geographer Wing Shing Tang (2008) puts forward the
concept of the “land (re)development regime” to illustrate the dominance of property
development in the social, economic, political space of Hong Kong; he states that:
Hong Kong has been exposed to land (re)development regime since the 1970s.
Considering it important and necessary to govern land and property
development, the city’s society has employed various means to achieve this
task. In particular, many discursive and material practices have concentrated
14

Alice Poon describes the laissez-faire policies of the Hong Kong government as pro-business, rather
than pro-market, since it does not have any substantial anti-competition laws, making monopolisation
trouble-free for property conglomerates. See more in Poon, A. (2006). Land and the Ruling Class in
Hong Kong. Richmond, BC: Alice Poon, p. 32-52.
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for the sake of urban redevelopment. These practices originate from all walks
of life, including private entrepreneurs, the government, town planners,
architects, engineers, housing managers, and legal experts. [...] All tend to
favor the status quo, meaning property development almost at any cost. (Tang,
2008, p. 356)
The concept of land (re)development regime helps highlight the rationality of urban
redevelopment practices in Hong Kong and its inherent power relations; resulting in
the exclusion of the majority of the tenant population from the decision-making
process and the “silence of urban alternatives” (Tang, 2008, p. 357). The dominance
of property development and urban renewal as a key process of its facilitation
continues to this day, albeit in more nuanced ways. One of the major adaptations is
through the institutionalisation of urban renewal and its strategic, discursive practices
of obtaining consent.

Institutionalising urban renewal
Fong (1985), as mentioned earlier, characterises the post-1980s as the period
of searching for a new strategy. He states one of the major reasons of the failure of
previous modes of urban renewal as the absence of a central authority. Consequently,
the post-80s marks the first institutionalisation of urban renewal in Hong Kong, which
is reflected in the formation of quasi-independent organisations such as the Land
Development Corporation (LDC) and the Urban Renewal Authority (URA). This was
in great part, a function to speed up the acquisition process that proved most difficult
in large scale urban renewal15 and to expand the private sector’s involvement in land
(re)production (Tang, 2008).

15

This is mainly due to the highly fragmented property ownership in dense residential developments.
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The post-1980s also saw a shift in focus, from spending more than half of the
government’s capital expenditure on New Town development in the 70s, to focussing
on redevelopment of existing urban cores, which had not been fully utilised (Governor
of Hong Kong, 1987, as cited in Lands and Works Branch, 1988). This shift is recorded
in major government urban planning proposals such as the Metroplan (1988) and the
Territorial Development Strategy (1984) which identifies key areas within the existing
urban core for more focussed development.
The reason behind such dramatic shift, Tang (2008) explains, was the reality
of the handover. In 1979, after Governor Murray MacLehose’ first visit to Beijing, the
British realised Hong Kong was to be returned to China. Thus they refrained from new
development projects in the New Territories, instead focussing on redevelopment
projects such as harbour front reclamation and renewal of old neighbourhoods. He
argues that with this transition, “many old urban districts ‘suddenly’ became
problematic under the new vision of Hong Kong” (Tang , 2008, p. 355). The following
quote from the Metroplan: The Aims (1988) illustrates how certain districts began to
be actively categorised as “pockets of decay”.
There remain pockets of decaying pre-war properties and high rise tenements
built in the 1950s and 1960s which are beginning to show marked signs of
deterioration [...] there are swathes of old public housing estates where
densities and facilities of these estates are inadequate by modern standards.
(Lands and Works Branch, 1988, p.16)
The identification of the “problem” is then juxtaposed with this quote, “having
demonstrated for many years that we are a community that ‘can lift itself up by its own
boot-straps’ the time has now come to tackle these problems and make a start on
transforming the urban core into a city we deserve” (p. 16).
The current context, which is represented by the dominance of institutionalised
urban renewal with a focus on inner urban areas, poses a new set of concerns. For
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example, since the 1990s, which ended with the demise of the Land Development
Corporation (LDC), the government has introduced a new, more powerful institution
— the Urban Renewal Authority (URA) (2001)16. The URA is noticeably different in
their promotion of a “people-first”, “public participatory”, “comprehensive” approach
to urban renewal, where it claims redevelopment should not be a “slash and burn”
process, but a holistic method “to rejuvenate older urban areas by way of
redevelopment, rehabilitation, revitalisation and heritage preservation (the 4R business
strategy)” (Development Bureau, 2011, p. 2). Thus, it demonstrates the increased
efforts in garnering public consent.
To some extent, these major transformations can be seen as a consequence of
the neoliberal restructuring of the 1990s and 2000s. In this respect, David Harvey’s
(1989) conceptualisation of the shift in urban governance from “managerialism” to
“entrepreneurialism” can also be observed in the Hong Kong case. As outlined
previously, past colonial governments throughout the 19th and the mid-20th century
focussed on what local scholars described as “urban management”. In other words, the
management of populations, public health, hygiene, in which the regulations imposed
on the built environment played a fundamental role. Yet, increasingly throughout the
last half of the 20th century, property development and utilisation of land as a source
of fiscal revenue became a central part of how the government operates. As a result,
the term, “government as developer” has emerged frequently in describing the Hong
Kong government’s recent proclivities (Poon, 2006; Tang, 2008; La Grange &
Pretorius, 2016). A significant part of this change is marked by the entrepreneurial

16

The URA has been equipped with more powers and are subject to more flexible regulations, namely
in the subjects of land resumption; disposal of land resumed; power to lend money; exemption from
taxation. See more in Planning, Environment and Lands Bureau (1999).
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stance of actively promoting joint public-private partnerships in urban renewal and the
increased emphasis on public participation rather than a forceful top-down style of
urban management. It is this crucial aspect of urban renewal, of generating consensus
and rationality that this research aims to focus on in the following case studies.

Urban renewal as ruination

“Every decaying warehouse or graffiti adorned industrial shell has germinating within
it a block of luxury flats” (Cunningham, 2011, p. 20)

The above section attempted to trace the various discourses and dominant
values through which Hong Kong’s urban space was conceived, namely, hygiene and
density which identified and helped eradicate tenements and squatter settlements under
“sanitary operations”; the prevailing assumption of a “lack of space” which propagated
the value of land and ‘land (re)development’ as the dominant form of spatial/economic
practice. It also highlights how certain institutions and actors emerged as authorities
that produce rational ways of dealing with their perceived problems of space, while
operating as a technocratic regime that effectively excludes alternative or informal
visions.
In the context of ruination, it delineates how certain forms of architecture or
areas were rendered as abjection — a ruin — and how this is contingent, rather than
existing as an objective reality. The city needed ruins in order to impose order, a certain
conception of space, and as an instrument for financial gain; it confirms how ruination
is essential to the cycle of renewal and generation of capital. In the following chapters
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I will attempt to lay out how certain discursive practices of framing, identifying and
educating what a ruin is, produces room for increased public consent.
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Chapter Three

Case 1: The City Gallery and the UREC

The discourse of ruination envisions the city in a perpetual process of
deterioration, where destruction and renewal is the only remedy. However, scrutinising
the strategies and forms of representation that allege to “arrest decay” (Development
Bureau, 2010), it is revealed that ruination (as renewal) is rather, an active practice of
marking certain sites as degenerate and defective. With the advent of urban renewal
that shifted the development to existing urban cores, Wing Shing Tang (2008) observes
how virtually overnight, a great number of districts were declared “old” and “not
meeting modern standards”. These declarations are supported and further substantiated
through the various ways representation is used to shape public knowledge. This is
why I have chosen to dissect the exhibition spaces managed by the dominant
institutions/actors of urban renewal, which define the core ideologies, aspirations, and
justifications, and how it is mediated for public consumption.
The two exhibitions demonstrate distinctive approaches in their tactics of
representation; in City Gallery, managed by the Planning Department of the HKSAR
government, images of backwardness and decline are removed altogether, replaced by
spectacles of a technologically advanced, future-oriented city. Where it serves to
unveil the “magic” of Hong Kong’s economic miracle and development — by
explaining the efforts of planning and construction of infrastructure — it paradoxically
ends up further mystifying the process by the use of technical jargons. Nevertheless, it
is constitutive of a certain kind of effort made by the government on an official level,
to shape and define the collective aspiration of Hong Kong as a global city. The UREC,
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on the other hand, focusses on shaping the discourse of decay and dilapidation. Their
exhibits (and site visits to urban renewal sites) are designed to elicit bodily/sensory
responses towards dirt, decay and danger, presented in the form of a simulation that is
simultaneously seen and felt. With the rise of what has been called, the ‘Experience
Economy’ (Pine & Gilmore, 1999), (immersive) technologies of mediation — e.g.
simulation, multi-sensory exhibits, interactive displays — have proved to be equally
important in the shaping of knowledge/experience that is not only understood
cognitively but internalised “bodily”. It also illuminates the diverse ways in which
what is known/knowable, true/false, good/bad, are constructed and communicated to
the audience.
Overall, the analyses provided in this chapter give an overview of the ways in
which dominant regimes of value, held by institutions that conceive the city (Lefebvre,
1991/1974), are envisioned in practice (policy and planning proposals) and represented
to the public (exhibitions), and how discourse works to persuade.
This research focusses on exhibition spaces as major sites of case analysis,
which would provide an appropriate entry point to examine how the discourse of
ruination produces, in the ways it categorises and particularises — certain ways of
seeing and imaging, as well as notions of stake, responsibility, accountability and
authority. As Foucault asserts, pre-existing categories “must be held in suspense. They
must not be rejected definitively, of course, but the tranquillity with which they are
accepted must be disturbed; we must show that they do not come about by themselves,
but are always the result of a construction the rules of which must be known and the
justifications of which must be scrutinised” (Foucault, 1972, p. 25 cited in Rose, 2001,
p. 150). In this light, I see these state-authored exhibitions as efforts to establish and
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normalise certain categories that define how urban space, development and progress
is envisioned.
It is also demonstrative of Hong Kong’s increasing emphasis on
cultural/creative industries under the broader objective of becoming a globally
competitive city i.e. “Asia’s World City”. Shedding its image as a “mere” city of
finance, the diversifying tactics include promoting Hong Kong as a culturallyhistorically sensitive city, proud of its heritage as well as its advanced technology.
While the museum clusters in Tsim Sha Tsui (History Museum, Science Museum, etc.)
serve as a major tourist attraction, the two exhibition spaces discussed below appear
to have a majority local audience, often also offering catered workshops and
programmes for local secondary and primary schools.

Hong Kong 2030, visions of an Asia’s World City

The HK2030 Study will aim to contrive a strategy that is driven by a
vision – a vision that makes Hong Kong a better place in which to live
and work, under the over-arching goal for sustainable development – a
city that could rightfully assume the title of “Asia’s world city”.
(HKSAR Government, 2007, p. 3)

Hong Kong 2030 Planning Vision and Strategy is a strategic plan conceived
by the government a decade into the post-handover era. Following the tradition of
government-led long-term town planning proposals such as the Colony Outline Plan
(1970), Hong Kong Outline Plan (1979), Territorial Development Strategy (1984) and
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Territorial Development Strategy Review (1996), the plan outlines a holistic vision of
a future Hong Kong, providing the rationale and legitimacy for detailed development
plans ranging from transportation networks, housing, new towns and greening
measures. There are three main directions at the highest level: (1) quality environment;
(2) economic competitiveness; and (3) links with the Mainland. In this chapter I will
focus on the theme of “quality environment” and its connections to the discourse of
ruination.

Figure 1 Diagram of structure of Hong Kong 2030 plan (HKSAR Government, 2007, p. 165)

In comparison to cities such as London and New York, which Hong Kong
models its Asia’s World City after, the government acknowledges that it lags behind
in terms of its quality of life. Density, air pollution, water quality and lack of open
space are named as some of the problems that the city faces. This new interest in
“quality” is timely to Hong Kong, states the document, as the community aspirations
have changed towards privileging quality over quantity. The “provision of a quality
living environment could entail improving design, enhancing accessibility, respecting
the environment, appreciating nature and heritage” (HKSAR Government, 2007, p.
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164), but most of all, the idea is to do more with less, by increasing efficiency and
improving existing infrastructures. The approach calls for a halt to expansion, and
hence it necessitates increased measures for urban renewal within existing
developments. Mentions of old neighbourhoods appear quite frequently in a negative
light, as a hindrance or an example of an outmoded living environment that does not
live up to the standards of “quality” the “community” aspires. One example is in the
aspect of “health” and “hygiene”. The report states that the 2003 outbreak of SARS
raised much concerns over the level of density, lack of air ventilation and open space
especially in older buildings. Therefore it is imperative to react to this problem of
deteriorating/substandard infrastructure as a matter of public health and hygiene.
Furthermore, older neighbourhoods not only lack open space, but the little open space
they have tend to be “hidden” and “fragmented” and thus unpopular, which “defeats
their purpose” in the first place (p. 33). Open space is further regarded as important for
their crucial role as a “venue for social interaction” (p. 33). Promoting the creation and
use of open space, the conservation and revitalisation of heritage sites contribute to a
sense of place and good infrastructure which facilitates social harmony, enrichment of
historical continuity, sense of community and social cohesion.
The emphasis on the “quality of life” in the strategic town planning proposal
can be argued as an example where concerns for infrastructure and the built
environment, infused with a kind of moral urbanism of sustainable living/development,
reflects the government and the planner’s perspective on the control of urban space as
a form of social administration. What is at stake is how such ideals of “quality” urban
life consequently lead to a marginalisation of other forms of life that do not conform
to this particular standard of “quality”. The discourse of ruination — the production of
categories of unwanted objects uselessness, is in a way accelerated by this new context
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of urban development in Hong Kong, which claims with a voice of authority, what
kind of quality of environment and lifestyle Hong Kong demands. The following
descriptions on the Asia’s World City campaign will further illustrate the broader
regime of value that not only governs urban space, but defines, in ideal terms, the
identity and membership to the city.
The vision of the Asia’s World City is important to note due to a number of
reasons. It is an influential paradigm that demonstrates the efforts of the post-handover
Hong Kong SAR government to negotiate the city’s position in the global competition
of cities. Much of this effort consists of reframing existing cultural, economic practices
and the built environment as globally marketable assets — of which heritage
preservation and cleansing (renewal) of old neighbourhoods are central. This move is
not unique to Hong Kong however, and undoubtedly, references are drawn from
neighbouring cities adopting similar measures. Studies of Macau’s city branding as an
officially recognised ‘World Heritage City’ for instance, illuminate the paradoxical,
yet coexisting tendencies of spectacular, rapid, urban development and the emphasis
on preservation (Chu, 2015). Heritage buildings in this case are turned into cultural
capital, which contributes to the ‘spectacle’ and economic growth. Thus they can be
seen “as part and parcel of neoliberal capitalist globalization” (p.442).
Issues rising from the increasing commodification of the built environment as
a result of both urban renewal and preservation, therefore has also become ever more
crucial. In this context, state-authored exhibition spaces like the City Gallery discussed
below, illustrate how such visions are mediated, and contribute to the formation of
certain collective urban aspirations. The analysis has limitations however, as it can
only demonstrate the dominant discourses as conveyed by the exhibition, rather than
exploring how they invite contestations and negotiations.
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City Gallery - Museum of Urban Hong Kong
City Gallery, formerly known as the Hong Kong Planning and Infrastructure
Exhibition Gallery 17 is a permanent exhibition space managed by the Planning
Department of the HKSAR government. The gallery hosts an extensive display of
planning proposals and development visions of the city through the use of hi-tech,
interactive, multimedia exhibits in its five-storey building. According to the Planning
Department, the English name “City Gallery” was chosen to express the connection to
the City Hall, while the Chinese name “展城館” was to represent a Gallery that “ is
like a book which reveals our city to the public”18 (Planning Department, 2013). Even
from the surface, the official and authoritative nature of the City Gallery is quite clear.
In the most central location, overlooking the harbour front in the Central district, it
occupies a building part of the Hong Kong City Hall, and is operated by the Planning
Department of the government. Outside hang multiple banners of the city’s official
logo, “Asia’s World City”. One can even go as far as to claim that the gallery is the
material manifestation of the agenda of this brand - an exhibition of the aspirational
“Hong Kong” that you can literally “walk-through”. The agenda reads that Hong Kong,
as a world city like its counterparts elsewhere, namely London and New York, derives
its unique position and character as “a manager and coordinator of global economic
activity” (HKSAR government, 2002, p. 41), recognized by a well-developed, modern
infrastructure, commitment to good quality of life, rule of law, freedom of expression,

17

Opened in 2002, the Hong Kong Planning and Infrastructure Exhibition Gallery was housed on the
ground floor of the City Hall Annex building. It was reopened in 2012 upon the renovation of the
Annex into a five-storey building.
18
The official exhibition guide further elaborated it as “an expression of the city”.
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diversity and finally as a regional hub and gateway into China and the Pearl River
Delta (Brand Hong Kong, 2015).
Devised as a strategy to overcome the anxieties of the handover, which feared
that Hong Kong would become a “just another Chinese city”, the ‘Brand Hong Kong’
campaign has been enthusiastically pursued by all three post-handover governments
since its inception in 1997. It is important to draw the connection between the Asia’s
World City brand — an example of the Hong Kong government’s broader efforts of
designing and promoting Hong Kong’s uniqueness and competitive edge, with the City
Gallery, as it can lend an insight into the underlying purpose, and the context in which
the space is designed to function.
The Brand Hong Kong campaign, as much as it was passionately pursued, was
fiercely opposed and criticised by pro-democracy politicians19 and academics, who
claimed that the values promoted in the campaign failed to represent the genuine
concerns of the Hong Kong public. Stephen Yiu-wai Chu (2011), in his analysis of the
campaign states that the core characteristics/values of Hong Kong which it deems to
promote and safeguard can only be read as “Central District Values” — representing
a small portion of society geared towards economic growth, efficiency and prosperity.
He states that
The Central District, the central business district in the heart of Hong
Kong island (formerly known as Victoria), is itself a region of
spectacle with no community but everywhere transnational
corporations interested only in profit. It might not be a problem to have
a commercial center in a city but it becomes a problem if the Central
District is Hong Kong. When ‘Central District Values’ monopolize the
The “pan-democrats” in Hong Kong are the oppositional political faction, who have been very
critical of the post-handover reforms in Hong Kong and its increasing assimilation with the People’s
Republic of China at the expense of Hong Kong’s autonomy and democratic traditions. As a response
to the Asia’s World City campaign, which uses a dragon to express the hybridity of Hong Kong as a
melting pot of Eastern and Western cultures and its passion for cosmopolitanism, the pan-democrats
designed a counter-logo representing a phoenix, emerging from the ashes of all things erased and
marginalised in the making of Hong Kong’s core values (Chu, 2011).
19
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territory, the flying dragon20 sees only development and progress. (p.
50).
While the Asia’s World City campaign sets out to “ascertain the city’s core
values and attributes” (Brand Hong Kong, 2015) by creating a symbol — a “brand
identity” of Hong Kong to be recognised internationally — the City Gallery acts as a
medium to ground this concept in a physical space where the visitor, through
simulatory devices, can actively explore and become a willing participant in the
reproduction of this discourse.
This approach reflects a contemporary trend in museums, which began to be
seen and see itself as an “institution devoted to shaping the values and beliefs of the
public” (Hein, 2000, p.66). City Gallery, therefore can be read as not only a
promotional effort by the Planning department of their projects but also, in a more
broader sense, an active effort to produce an educational space to condition and
facilitate the public’s views on issues of development, history, progress and future
outlook of the city. In the following sections I would like to illustrate the detailed
methods and devices that the Gallery utilises to mould its unique visitor experience,
with special regard to the spatial arrangement and technological use.

20

The Asia’s World City logo has an image of a flying dragon.
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Figure 2 Entrance to the City Gallery, with Asia’s World City banner on left

Edinburgh Place, the location
The Gallery, which occupies a prime location facing the Victoria harbour, has
become an integral part of the City Hall complex at Edinburgh Place, a public-culturaleducation complex designed in the 1950-60s. During the post-war reconstruction, after
the demolition of the original City Hall building in 1933, a plan for a new City Hall
building was devised, to provide the local population a place for leisure, cultural
consumption and intellectual pursuit. Sir Robert Black, the governor of Hong Kong
spoke, as he laid the foundation stone of the City Hall, that the cosmopolitan
population of Hong Kong, brought together by commercial interests, must now be
granted more cultural and leisurely opportunities as well, for “not only must people
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work, they must walk, in the city they have builded, they have to live here, and express
themselves” (Radio Hong Kong, 1960).
The lower block of the City Hall consists of large concert halls and exhibition
spaces, whereas the high block is home to the first public library in Hong Kong. It is
also cited as the birthplace of the modern museum service in the city, as it housed the
Hong Kong Art Gallery and Museum, which later evolved into the Hong Kong
Museum of History and the Hong Kong Museum of Art. The modernist, colonial,
civilising role that this cultural complex carried is evident also in its architecture —
the architect himself describing his intentions of designing a “civic square” which
“promoted freedom of movement and a sense of unlimited space”, a “sacrosanct” in
the city (Heron, 2007).
The significance of its location at Edinburgh Place is worth noting, also as it
has been an important site of spatial politics in Hong Kong. Whether the site was
already a “seedbed of social activism” (Apple Daily, 11 November 2006, as cited in
Ku, 2012), or not, it was during the 2006 protests against the demolition of the two
piers — the Star Ferry Pier and Queen’s Pier, that the site gained previously unmatched
public attention. Activists, the media and academics alike have bestowed this event
with a lot of significance, describing it as the emergence of a new kind of ‘place-bound
urban activism’ or ‘new preservation movement’ in Hong Kong, responding to the new,
ruthless post-colonial, developmentalist state that destroys buildings as well as
collective memories and everyday space (Ku, 2012; Chen & Szeto, 2015). It is not
surprising then, that a permanent public museum that demonstrates the need and
legitimacy for urban development was added to the famous square after the demolition
of these two politically contested, heritage structures.
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City as Spectacle
In contrast to the daylight outside, in the vast open space in front of the harbour,
stepping into the City Gallery for the first time is like walking into a mysterious cave.
The walls are painted in sleek crimson, and the lighting is dimmed enough to draw
attention to the illuminated screens filling the walls. An array of screens featuring
interviews of tourists, students and businessmen, guide the visitor further into the dark
corridor. It is the first glimpse of urban life in Hong Kong — described by people as
they answer questions such as “When do you like Hong Kong the most?”, “Which is
your favourite place in Hong Kong?” and “What do you think is the most important
characteristic Hong Kong people should possess?”.
Serving as the introduction of the gallery, these interviews depicting ordinary
people’s views are portrayed as the foundation of the contemporary story of Hong
Kong. It also conveys a strong message of public participation, and an image of a
government that is willing to listen to the voices of the people. The in-situ setting of
the videos, filmed in exemplary locations in Hong Kong such as the harbour front, also
help mould the sense of spontaneity and masks its careful orchestration.
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Figure 3 First part of the exhibition, corridor leading into main exhibition

Visitors are then brought up to the third floor where an enormous theatre awaits.
Here, three large screens, resembling a triptych, tell the widely known story of Hong
Kong as a small fishing village turned into an international financial hub. This 17minute video, which constitutes the “Main Show”, serves as an introduction to the
Gallery’s prime purpose — to present a narrative of Hong Kong’s development that
establishes a continuity between the past, present and the future and thereby
rationalising the current proposal of the Hong Kong 2030 planning vision.
Since visitors are guided to arrive here almost immediately upon entering the
gallery — through the long escalator that skips the first and second floors — the
statement is clear that this information is the key to understanding the rest of the
exhibition. The video gives a brief account of the milestones achieved in the history of
urban development in Hong Kong: shelters were built for immigrant labourers; bridges,
tunnels, harbours and airports connected distant places, developing Hong Kong’s
position as transport hub, and so on. What is added to the story told here is the value
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of urban infrastructure as a key measure for a city’s competitiveness and quality of life.
Interestingly, there is no assessment of the present, as if to say that the present is only
defined through the aspirations and potential for future outcomes.

Figure 4 Main show, a 17-minute video on Hong Kong’s development, past and future.

Screens are one of the most crucial elements in the exhibition, both in spatial
design and as an immersive visual spectacle. The big screens, as mentioned above, tell
the long story in a macro perspective; Hong Kong’s new plans for 2030, the voice of
authority which continuously promotes Hong Kong as an advanced, developed,
professional city. The small screens however, spontaneously pop up in random but
playful gaps in the walls. Each time, a person — a new town resident, urban planner,
heritage specialist — would be expressing their views on a particular issue.
As described above, these interviews stage an immersive space, in which the
visitor is provided with faces/voices of “ordinary” people which they can align
themselves with. Although there are professionals such as heritage experts, urban
planners in the mix, they are represented as a ‘Hong Kong citizen’. Their faces are
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juxtaposed with non-specialists such as a “walled village resident” who talks about his
childhood memories of running around the mountains. It is as if to say these stories are
of equal importance, in that they make up the larger picture of the diversity of Hong
Kong.

Figure 5 Small screens at random locations
Figure 6 Featuring interviews

Figure 7 A hidden sound box featuring old Hong Kong film soundtrack
Figure 8 Window frame representing old architectural style
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On the first floor, which features displays of sustainable development and
heritage preservation, the visitor will first notice a brick wall, which is unlike the
default crimson walls. The reference is immediate, coupled with the old Hong Kong
street sign and a banyan tree spreading its roots — it is there to represent the Hong
Kong as a historically rich city. There are various items taken as an image of the “past”
and its legacy: glassless window frames, birdcages, temple doors, even the iconic
banyan tree roots are perfectly emulated. These are not objects from the past per se,
but rather, objects that symbolise their endurance of time, with an aura of nostalgia.
These isolated objects on display, removed from their respective contexts echoes the
practice of heritage preservation in Hong Kong, where individual buildings are
selected, preserved, re-vitalised with new economic and cultural functions.
Next to the wall is a small theatre dedicated to heritage preservation. Through
a series of videos, the visitor is introduced to a number of iconic heritage preservation
projects, and the criteria in which they are assessed and given heritage status: (1)
historical interest; (2) architectural merit; (3) group value; (4) social value/local
interest; (5) authenticity (Antiquities and Monuments Office, 2005). The video
features the narration of numerous heritage experts who analyse the buildings
according to the above-mentioned criteria. At the end of each analysis, the audience
are invited to participate in the evaluation of the heritage by ‘voting’ which value best
describes the building in question. While offering the illusion of participation, the
gesture of voting remains quite pointless, as it is more like rating a movie after the
screening, rather than a real opportunity to voice one’s thoughts. In fact, this exhibit
only affirms the expert mode of practice in heritage preservation, as the audience —
through participating in the voting implicitly agree to the criteria of assessment set by
the experts. In other words, the practices of designating value (e.g. who gets to assign
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it?) are not challenged and at the same time the public becomes a willing participant
in the production and consolidation of this particular notion of ‘heritage value’.

Figure 9 The theatre devoted to ‘heritage preservation’. Audience participates in voting.

One of the common outcomes of heritage preservation in Hong Kong in recent
years, if it is not converted for pure commercial use (e.g. restaurants), it is leased out
to cultural workers/artists as a way to promote the creative industries. Examples as of
2015 include the Comix Home Base at Mallory/Burrows Street and the former Police
Married Quarters in Hollywood Road. Even as the list multiplies, there are doubts as
to whether this form of preservation that privileges aesthetic judgement and focusses
on physical restoration — frankly, not much better than façadism, fits the notion of
history/culture-sensitive development that the government promotes. Stephen Yiu-wai
Chu (2011) criticised the Mallory/Burrows Street project executed by the Urban
Renewal Authority as an attempt to repackage the local and selling it to the global,
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with the ultimate goal still being, “to build a spectacle to attract tourists, an objective
in line with the mission of the Brand Hong Kong program” (p. 53).
Heritage preservation in this light, can be seen as a form of parallel
development that subscribes to the notion of urban renewal; only, it implies not the
physical destruction of buildings, but instead, the rehabilitation of old buildings that
places them back into the productive cycle of the city. Redevelopment, in the form of
urban renewal, guarantee that the city looks the part, with a skyline of shiny high-rises;
architectural heritage preservation, especially as it is in Hong Kong, a “tokenpreservation”, help attain the civilised image that puts Hong Kong in the ranks of
historical cities such as Paris and London, while at the same time gentrifying and
making way for redevelopment in its proximity.
The City Gallery, with its abundance of screens, objects, and simulated
environments, could rightfully be called a spectacle in itself. The descriptions of
planning procedures, and details regarding the Hong Kong 2030 proposal are still
written in a less accessible language, full of jargons and lengthy text. However, the
exhibition design makes up for this loss of attention by privileging visual and sensorial
experience, mainly by its use of interactive screens, moving images and replicas.
Debord (1994) notes that “the spectacle manifests itself as an enormous positivity, out
of reach and beyond dispute. All it says is: ‘Everything that appears is good; whatever
is good will appear’” (p. 15). The exhibition, functioning as a spectacle, creates the
illusion of a totality — the future urban space of Hong Kong — whereby the process
of selection (what is represented/not represented, worthy of remembering,
useful/useless) is obscured, along with all the negative aspects and consequences
caused by rapid development. What the gallery demonstrates is how “images detached
from every aspect of life merge into a common stream” (p. 12) forming a new unity of
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fragmented views and creating “a separate pseudoworld that can only be looked at”
(Debord, 1994, p. 6).

Figure 10 Replica of Hollywood Road in Central, with banyan tree roots

Figure 11 Girl playing simulation of Macau-Zhuhai motorway drive
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Curating the visitor experience
The contemporary museum, regarded primarily as an educational institution
(often publicly funded), is a product of some decades of critical reflections on the
museum and its role in society. There is some consensus on the paradigm shift in the
mid-late 20th century, which saw a transition from a collection-driven museum to a
visitor-centred, community-responsive museum (Anderson, 2012). The change
reflects how museums began to be seen (and see themselves) as a crucial medium to
engage and address the public. Engaging the public as an educational institution meant
on the one hand, acknowledging the visitor’s background and their values, catering to
their diversity, but also on the other hand, conditioned the museum’s role as an
“institution devoted to shaping the values and beliefs of the public” (Hein, 2000, p.66),
as in correcting misconceptions, injustices, changing public views on certain issues,
and so on. In this crucial moment, Hilde Hein (2000) explains how museums began to
deploy more and more immersive techniques - such as films and multimedia,
provoking emotional, sensory responses. She claims that contemporary museums are
focused on the manufacture of experience, and to add to this, from the case of the City
Gallery, perhaps they also manufacture the (illusion of) coherence of narratives in
which such experiences can be interpreted.
The City Gallery has clearly adopted such trends, having transformed from a
glass-box diorama, centred exhibition in the early 2000s to the hi-tech exploratorium
it is today. The changes are visible in the gallery’s curation, with its various interactive
devices, multimedia exhibits and spatial arrangement that requires the visitor to travel
within the building through a predefined (if not loosely) itinerary. As mentioned earlier,
when visitors first arrive, they are led towards the Main Show on the third floor via a
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direct escalator that skips the floors in between. Since the Main Show is located on the
top floor (excluding the resource centre), it creates a natural descending route to the
remaining exhibitions. The first and the second floor host a variety of themes, each of
them distinct, with unique spatial designs that cater for different types of audiences.
There are two types of spaces overall in the gallery. First is a larger open space
which usually takes up the centre of the floor space; it is more text and informationbased, perhaps catering for mature audiences. Themes include ‘planning strategy’,
‘principles of urban design’ and ‘sustainable development’. The second is a more
interactive and “hands-on” exhibition space made up of narrow corridors and smaller
divided rooms. Here, themes such as ‘transportation’ and ‘heritage preservation’ are
presented through interactive, hi-tech, simulatory devices. Younger audiences may be
more inclined to explore these spaces, which rely on more bodily and sensory
stimulation rather than analytical or cognitive comprehension.

Figure 12 Exhibition explaining the underground networks of infrastructure such as pipelines, electrical
transmission.
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Figure 13 visitors can experience being on the Hong Kong’s subway - audio broadcasts inside the train
and the station add to its authenticity.

Henning (2006) writes, “in most critical studies of museums, subjective
experience is understood primarily in relation to the ideological production of
subjectivity”; it is perceived that as the visitor follows and is guided by the itineraries
— spatial layout, curation — he or she “enacts the exhibition narrative” (p. 100). Tony
Bennett (1995) has also argued that an exhibitionary environment is “simultaneously
a performative one; an environment that makes the principles governing it clear by and
through the itinerary it organizes” (p. 185).
The “itinerary” mentioned here not only refers to the designated routes and
sequence of exhibits, but also the way in which information is classified (and presented)
— and the choreography that the visitor enacts as s/he switches between these
classifications. For example, in the case of the City Gallery the visitor is shown a video
at the start that provides a comprehensive view of Hong Kong’s urban development,
whilst as the visitor moves along, looking at ‘transport systems’, ‘underground
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infrastructure’, ‘urban renewal’, ‘land reclamation’ and so on, s/he is enacting the
subjective position of an urban planner. Through these curated itineraries, visitors get
an “immediate sense of the exhibition space as a conceptual whole, whilst
simultaneously locating their own place within it” (Hornsey, 2008, p. 103). They see
and understand the Mass Transit Railway system (the subway) as a part of the
transportation infrastructure, which then stands for Hong Kong’s “connectivity” and
“efficiency” as an Asia’s World City. The distinction of each classification — if placed
in a sequence, can be effective as a way to demonstrate the connections/relations
between each category, but it can also isolate — just as urban planning is
systematically divided into different expertise and sub-professions, the visitor sees
them as each a distinct discipline and category. This is how visitor itineraries can be
perceived as a highly informative source that can delineate the particular
perspective/narrative that the exhibition as a whole subscribes to, and how the visitor
is encouraged to perform and thus willingly accept the expert narrative as the “natural
way of things”.
Henning (2006) argues that the achievements of museums, historically, were
not the effect of addressing and catering to diverse groups of audiences, but rather, by
“universalizing socially and culturally particular experiences, judgements and
relationships with objects.” (p.109). As Henning points out, the problem of
universalisation, where particular cultures of certain dominant groups come to appear
as universal and unquestionable, can also be said about the City Gallery.
The analysis has shown so far, the numerous devices/methods that the
exhibition has come to incorporate and utilise, in order to make its statement about
Hong Kong as an aspirational Asia’s World City — and to make it appear natural and
acknowledged with scientific certainty. The visitor here is persuaded to either take up
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the perspective of the urban planner — the expert (through enacting the itinerary or
‘participating’ in interactive exhibits), or become befuddled at the spectacles of science
and technology, and its puzzling jargons. Neither leaves room for displaying
alternative narratives or challenging the dominant discourse, rather, it serves to further
authenticate the claims to truth about Hong Kong’s identity and its trajectory of urban
development.
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Urban Renewal Exploration Centre: Between Simulation and the Real
The Urban Renewal Exploration Centre (hereinafter UREC) is an exhibition
space located in Sheung Wan, next to the Urban Renewal Authority’s (URA)
headquarters. The Centre is one of a few spaces operated by the URA for the promotion
of its activities. It is however, the only one that needs prior reservation (first-come
first-served) and designed specifically as an educational exhibition, targeting mainly
primary and secondary school students. Other spaces operated by the URA include:
the URRC (Urban Renewal Resource Centre) in Tai Kok Tsui, part of an initiative to
provide information centres within old districts, the G7 Centre at Wing Lee Street21
and four Neighbourhood Centres in Kwun Tong, Sham Shui Po, Tai Kok Tsui (part of
URRC) and Ma Tau Wai. Unlike the various other centres which are located in their
respective contexts — “old districts” — targeted for redevelopment in the near future,
if not already, the UREC stands out as an isolated, hidden space, which can only be
accessed by reservation. This suggests a number of things; first, that the target
audience is entirely different. The whole purpose of maintaining neighbourhood
centres in old districts is to “provide building owners a one-stop service” (Urban
Renewal Authority, 2015), in which they could access information about building
maintenance, and various redevelopment and rehabilitation schemes operated by the
URA. In other words, their target audience are building owners in old districts — their
potential clients. In the case of the UREC, it is located on the 6th floor of a commercial

21

Wing Lee Street was one of the main sites for redevelopment under the URA H19 Development
Scheme Plan in 2007. It targeted a row of tenement buildings from the 1950s for comprehensive
redevelopment. However, in 2010, the success of a local film ‘Echoes of the Rainbow’, a nostalgic
story celebrating the spirit of the Hong Kong working class community in the 1960s, filmed in Wing
Lee Street caused major objections to the project from the public. In 2011, the Town Planning board
excised all the Wing Lee Street buildings from the URA and the redevelopment project was scrapped.
Instead, the URA has taken the initiative to “rehabilitate” a few of the buildings, even though they
were not “graded” by the Antiquities and Monuments Office. Currently the rehabilitated buildings
house several NGOs and the G7 Centre by URA.
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office building, conveniently next to the Sheung Wan MTR station. This is a place not
for the old district residents, nor for the building owners, but for the general public those who are not directly affected by URA’s projects, but nevertheless important as a
group that constitutes public opinion and consent towards redevelopment projects in
Hong Kong. A detailed observation at the exhibition content points to a more elaborate
target group — students. In fact, the description on the UREC website states that the
Centre “serves as a platform for the teaching of General Studies, for primary-level
education, and Liberal Studies, for secondary-level education” (Urban Renewal
Authority, 2011), which means that it is designed to accommodate regular school visits,
contributing to a formal education curriculum.
The URA employees who work at the exhibition space are experienced PR
managers whose main duties include providing specialised tours, each suited for
different student groups. Occasionally, the UREC and the City Gallery will cooperate
in providing more comprehensive workshops on urban planning and development.
One example is the City Gallery Summer Planning School “Be a Planner”
programme22, which introduces local primary and secondary school students to the
world of urban planning. As a part of the programme, some students will be brought
to UREC to learn more about urban renewal. In this sense, the UREC is not only a
promotional centre for URA’s projects, but also performs an important role in
educating the future generation of planners, the shaping of their perspectives and
aspirations.

22

Interestingly, the list of schools participating in this Summer School are mainly Band 1 (elite),
schools in Hong Kong.
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Experiencing the “real”
The centre presents a real-life experience of dilapidated housing;
interesting exhibits; a green corner; multimedia games and an exchange
area (Urban Renewal Authority, 2011).
In October 201523, I accompanied a group of secondary school students (aged
between 16-17) on their visit to the UREC. The following section will give an account
of the visit, including an analysis of the exhibition content, spatial organisation and
students’ responses.
At 4:00PM, a class of senior secondary school students arrive at the Centre.
They are here on a formal school visit, as a part of their Geography class. The students
are from Tin Shui Wai, one of the most populated new towns in the New Territories,
and the school trip to Sheung Wan had been a distant journey. Their teacher had
brought them to walk around Central before coming to the Centre, since as new town
residents, the teacher described, “they don’t have any picture about the inner city”. On
arrival, URA’s PR manager guides them to a spacious room, where chairs are neatly
laid out facing the projector screen. He then plays a 10-minute video explaining URA’s
major objectives and activities. After the screening, the manager (main guide)
conducts a short Q&A session. He stresses that it is important for the public to know
about the real conditions of old districts, to realise how poor they are, in order to truly
understand the significance of URA’s activities. Like the students from Tin Shui Wai,
the Centre is aimed at members of the public who do not have a first-hand experience
of old districts or living in ‘dilapidated’ buildings. One of the strategies they use to

23

In addition to personally visiting the UREC a number of times, a second fieldwork was carried out
in January 2016 in which I observed a group of primary school (age 9) students on a school visit.
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convey such little known conditions is to offer a “real-life experience” of being inside
dilapidated spaces through simulatory devices.

Figure 14 Students walk into the exhibition of dilapidated housing in UREC.

“Feel free to take photos, all the clothing here are real, you can even wear them
if you like, but I don’t know how clean they are — careful not to catch skin disease!”
The guide exclaims, as he leads them into the small area where cage homes and other
substandard, dilapidated housing have been meticulously reconstructed. The area had
been sealed with a plastic curtain beforehand, so that when the students walked in, they
could almost feel how hot it would have been, and imagine the sweaty bodies that
would have occupied the space. Around 20 students are crammed tight into a narrow
space. In cage homes, about 100 people would have been living in a 700 square feet
flat — so they are getting the real feeling, the guide explains. He starts an introduction
of the different types of housing — the distinction of subdivided homes and cubicle
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homes, cocklofts and cage homes. One replica is of an actual cubicle home in Kwun
Tong, where a family of 7 lived with minimal privacy. There is a unit covered in plastic
bags to demonstrate leaky ceilings. He goes on to explain about the objects, everything
from fly tapes — a “fake” one, as the “real” thing is too disgusting to show — to
chamber pots and hazardous kerosene stoves. Attention levels drop drastically in the
confined space, and the students start chatting among themselves.

Figure 15 Students in the simulation

When they are finally given some time to freely look around, many excitedly take
photos, posing in front of a vintage telephone, sitting on the “fake” but realistic toilet,
cautiously picking up objects and examining them. It is like being in the History
Museum — which, in fact, is also famous for its life-sized replicas.
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Figure 16 Students take photos

The walls, ceiling, floor and all the objects are covered uniformly in a layer of
grime — it is real enough to make people hesitate to touch it, but not a single pinch of
dust rubs off when they actually do. The students, realising this — despite the tonguein-cheek warning by their guide, about the possibility of contracting skin diseases —
are much more relaxed, even daring to sit on the beds while their friends take pictures
for them.
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Asserting Authenticity

Figure 17 The environment is meticulously replicated. Many objects were handed on by former
residents, a claim to their authenticity.

Gillian Rose (2001), states that exhibitions which rely on reconstructions of
this kind, “depend on the presence of ‘real’ artefacts in an ‘accurate’ combination, and
this makes their display seem truthful” (Rose, 2001, p. 176). The detailed
reconstruction of the exhibit that reproduces the ‘aesthetics’, through layers of grime,
dirty laundry, and rust, are further authenticated through the display of photographs
that depict what it was really like. The photographs are dark and grim, and lighting is
so dim that it is not easy to make out the details. Most of them include an individual,
who is equally portrayed in a sad and dismal manner.
However, in the absence of “real” residents in the exhibition space, by
comparison, the presence of individuals in the photographs further testify to the claim
to their authenticity. First, it verifies that the exhibition is an accurate representation
of the “real” space, by providing a comparison; and second, the claim to the particular
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aesthetics that the exhibition constructs (of filth and decay), even though it is merely
an exaggerated representation, is validated through this assertion of authenticity.

Imagining the “real”

The disturbing aesthetics of the exhibit, with its meticulous depiction of decay,
clutter and filth, is reinforced by the guide’s detailed description of daily life in the
space. The guide’s description, which is both instructive and anecdotal, shifts the
attention to the imaginary, from the present site of the exhibition. It is instructive, in
that this is how the different forms of living spaces are named, e.g. “cage home”,
“cubicle home”, “cockloft”, and along with how many people it can accommodate, the
structural problems, hygiene and privacy issues, and so on. The technical introduction
is complemented by ample amount of anecdotes; how four people could fit into a single
bed space (by lying down horizontally), how people would still use chamber pots
which are stored under the bed, and so on. As the visitor engages with the various
simulatory objects, touching, posing and smelling, to name a few, the previously
unknown area24 of substandard housing is partly demystified — at least they are free
to playfully familiarise with the simulation.
“Embalmed and pacified” (Baudrillard, 1981/1994, p. 12), the simulation of
dilapidated housing presents on the one hand, a pacified layer which is clearly detached
from reality, while on the other hand, it is a representation that is more real than the
real. What is particularly interesting here is that the exhibit on the one hand actively

24

As mentioned previously, UREC deliberately positions the visitor as the “oblivious middle class
public” who do not have prior first-hand knowledge of these “substandard housing”.
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endorses the playful interaction with the space of decay, thereby revealing the fact that
it is indeed a simulation — that it is artificial. However, it also functions as a medium
in which knowledge about what constitutes as “dilapidated housing” are conveyed,
and this requires a certain claim to truth and authenticity. It is here that the effect of
the simulation is best revealed; the question is no longer about a false representation
of reality — because the simulation operates, to conceal the fact that “the real is no
longer real” (Baudrillard, 1981/1994, p. 13). But it depends on the imagination of the
“real” nonetheless, only that it renders redundant the question of whether the real
actually exists. The visitors are more than aware of the fact that they are looking at a
simulation, and at the same time are encouraged to imagine the “real”. The purpose,
then, is to induce the imagination of what really is out there as opposed to the
unthreatening space of artificial decay. The acquired knowledge of what constitutes as
dilapidation — instructed, seen and felt through the exhibition — therefore, further
enhances the fear towards the “real”, since now we know what is out there.
Somewhat ironically, although the simulation provides an environment where
a bodily, sensory engagement with artificial decay is possible, visitors in turn, distance
themselves from the “real” sites of decay (the dilapidated tenement buildings in inner
urban areas), which is imagined and at the same time feared. Ultimately, what is
acquired through this engagement with the exhibition, is the knowledge to identify
dilapidation, and the standards of judgement that justify the “reform” of dilapidated
buildings. Although I cannot go into the details of the rest of the exhibition, which
features, ‘digital games’ that emulate the identification and “cleaning up” of building
defects, the dioramas of completed URA projects, to name a few, I contend that the
coherence of the exhibition depends upon the numerous statements that consolidate
what constitutes as urban decay. These statements identify all the separate elements
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such as: cage home, kerosene stove, cobwebs, rats, leaky ceiling, dirty floor, hanging
laundry, accumulation of things — and unite them under the notion of “urban decay”.
Urban decay is not just a matter of structural defects of aged buildings, but it refers to
a particular way of living, in a particular living space. The exhibition then, serves the
purpose of marking certain types of spaces and their residents as part of this “problem
of urban decay”; and we can observe that this is largely an aesthetic practice.

Figure 18 Interactive game that requests the player to find all the defects and erase them.

Figure 19 The rest of the exhibition space, posing a sharp contrast to the space with the simulation.
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Visiting the “real”

Figure 20 Meeting point of tour at Yue Man Square.

While the Urban Renewal Exploration Centre serves as an indoor exhibition
space that displays major redevelopment plans and the simulation of ruins, it also
regularly holds guided tours to the current urban renewal sites in the old districts,
which is thought to provide an authentic account of what it really is like to be there in
person. I accompanied a new group of secondary school students in their tour of Kwun
Tong on November 3rd, 2015. Below is an account of my observations which raises
new points as well as confirm previous arguments on the function of the simulation.
At 2:00PM, a group of around twenty students, their teacher, the main guide
from UREC, and two young volunteers gather in front of a massive construction site
in Yue Man Square, Kwun Tong. The noise from the construction site overwhelms the
entire neighbourhood, which consists of partly and fully derelict buildings, a
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temporary bus station, a small park, a temporary hawker bazaar, and a fragment of
densely packed small market stalls.

Figure 21 Small market stalls on ground floor of a building.

The huge construction site represents a phase of URA’s most ambitious
redevelopment project, the ‘Kwun Tong Town Centre Project’, a relic of a project that
was handed down from the now defunct Land Development Corporation in 1998.
Announced in 2007 with a proposal submitted to the Town Planning Board, the URA’s
claim is that the site, occupying 570,000 square feet, was “built in the early 1960s and
badly needs redevelopment.” (Urban Renewal Authority, 2007b) and that its 5,000
“local residents suffering from leaking roofs and walls, poor hygiene, clogged sewage
and everyday traffic chaos have been anxiously urging for early implementation”
(Urban Renewal Authority, 2007b).
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Figure 22 Current construction site at former site of Yue Man Square.

Figure 23 Plan of new Kwun Tong Town Centre (URA, n.d)

The students participating in the tour are once again from the peripheral
districts, this time, Kwai Tsing, an industrial town known for its massive container
terminals. Quite a few of the students had never been to Kwun Tong, and some
confirmed that while there were old buildings in their neighbourhood, there is no
redevelopment project like this going on.
We face the long row of buildings opposite the construction site. The guide
draws our attention to the tiny shrubs of plant on the building walls. “Vegetation is a
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sign of poor maintenance” she says, the plants grow from building cracks and further
deteriorate the structure, making it extremely dangerous. Thus, one of the ways to
identify building dilapidation is to look for signs of vegetation.
Next, we walk through the market stalls and climb the stairs to an empty space
that overlooks the main road by the MTR station. The guide explains that we are there
to experience how noisy it is to live next to the MTR. The residents who live in these
buildings have to suffer from the noise every day, it is not suitable as a residential area,
so in their new Town Centre, the current building will be replaced by a shopping mall.
There is a slight inconsistency to her logic, as she states that a hotel will be built on
top of the mall - which too is residential, if not short-term - but no one raises any
questions.

Figure 24 Vegetation on buildings a sign of poor maintenance.
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Figure 25 Students listen to the passing train and experience how noisy it is to live next to the MTR.

Figure 26 Units that are acquired by URA are marked with a piece of paper and have been vacated.

Figure 27 Students walking in corridor of old building.
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As we walk tirelessly up the stairs to the top floor, I notice that upon each
landing, the view is the same, cluster of doors marked with a piece of white paper. It
is a sign that the unit has been acquired by the URA, and most likely is vacant. Most
of the units in this building are now vacant but there are some barking noises from the
rooftop, and the security guard tells me that some people are still living there.
The major attraction for today’s tour is the visit to the “real cage home”. After
learning about my interest in their simulation the UREC staff had strongly
recommended that I take part in this tour which will include a visit to the real site.
With much anticipation, we arrive at the unit.

Figure 28 Students listening to the guide’s explanation.
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Figure 29 View inside unit containing cage homes.

The unit is a large half-moon shaped room with some stacks of wooden bunk
beds which used to be “cage homes”. There are two additional rooms, of one which
leads into the kitchen area and the bathroom. The vacant cage homes pose a sharp
contrast to the fully equipped version inside the UREC. It is even harder to imagine
that people actually lived here. The explanation is also very brief compared to the
meticulous description at the Centre. However there is one authentic aspect, which is
the experience of climbing up the stairs. It helps to understand how difficult life must
be for the people who live in such places, one student tells me, as she frantically waves
her plastic folder to cool down. The disappointingly bare appearance of the “real” cage
home seemingly confirms the notion that the simulation is “more real than the real”.
The “real” cage home’s inability to impress, was reflected clearly by the lack of interest
from the students. None of the students bothered to walk around by themselves, or
even look inside the toilets.
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The presence of things and the absence of people
In an interview with one secondary school student who had previously taken
part in the tour of Kwun Tong’s cage home, he told me that he felt the place was not
as bad as he imagined. He told me that the simulation at the UREC is “so fake”,
because it exaggerates the mess and dirt.
“In a real cage home, you would not be able to put anything on the floor or any
part of the public area, it would be removed if you did that. So it’s unreal that the
exhibition portrays the spaces as so cluttered and messy.”
Moreover, he told me that what he remembered in the vacant cage home unit in Kwun
Tong, was a small notice on the wall, which described the schedule of cleaning duties.
Every resident was responsible for cleaning the shared area at a given day. He told me,
“So I imagine the place would have been much cleaner than when I visited. It’s because
the people are not living there anymore that it was so dusty. ” He said that because of
this, he believed the visit to the real sites in Kwun Tong would be more accurate and
balanced. But, “It all depends on who is leading the tour because some guides will just
tell you what the URA told them to say, while others talk about the fact that people
also cleaned the place and so on”.
The tour of the actual site of renewal in Kwun Tong was an attempt by the
URA to show the students the “real” space of decay, thereby reinforcing the statements
put forward in the simulation at the exhibition space. However, in the relatively “less
controlled” space of Kwun Tong, there were some unintended consequences; the
abandoned cage homes’ failure to impress, resulted in the weakening of the
persuasiveness of the argument that these spaces indeed need to be eradicated.
However, one thing remains the same; the presence of things — the dust, and
the furniture left behind by residents in the “real” cage home, the heaps of grime-
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covered clutter displayed in UREC, are filtered, and exhibited through the gaze of “the
problem of urban decay” — in the absence of people — which consequently erases the
context in which these “things” are used and “spaces” are lived.
As the student told me, even though the “real” cage home in Kwun Tong was
once lived in, it is now a museum; and the museum is a “narrativised space” that brings
dead objects to life, by constructing an illusory coherence, which in this case is the
discourse of urban decay. Perhaps what is important to note, in addition to how certain
objects and spaces are displayed, is what is absent from the exhibition. If indeed there
were “real” cage homes, where “real” people dwelled, they would perhaps also smell
of cooked meals and show signs of cleanliness. Among the mass of tenement buildings
that the URA defines as “pockets of decay”, there would also be flats that are wellmaintained and those that are not subdivided; in the presence of people, perhaps the
broader conditions in which certain people continue to live in tenement buildings will
be illuminated. As the student told me,
“Including myself, most of my classmates live in public housing. They think it’s
so easy to get it, and don’t understand why there are people who have to live in
cage homes. And the URA doesn’t tell us either. The government just wants to
destroy cage homes so they can profit from redevelopment. But my classmates are
just kids, they just accept what they’ve been told.”
It is the absences in the exhibition which reveal the arbitrariness of the notion of urban
decay, since it can only be persuasive by eliminating crucial contexts, and the
construction of an illusory coherence, and the passive acceptance of the narrative by
the visitors.
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Asia’s World City and pockets of decay
Through the two exhibitions, the City Gallery and the UREC, I have attempted
to illuminate a crucial aspect of the discourse of ruination. The discourse operates
through the production and circulation of a series of statements about urban space in
Hong Kong. In the City Gallery, this is apparent in the celebration of the “Asia’s World
City” vision. The emphasis on planning and infrastructure also rationalises the rigorous
management of urban space as a necessary means to an end — which is the modern,
technologically advanced, international finance city. Old buildings, sites of decay,
ruins, that symbolise backwardness and poverty are under this vision, eradicated
(absent), or transformed into “heritage” which boosts the historical/cultural
significance of the city. The exhibition itself, in terms of its aesthetics, is devoted to
representing a spectacle of the future city, devoid of decay. The UREC on the other
hand, is an exhibition that has devoted most of its efforts in illustrating spaces of decay,
to the microscopic detail. While the City Gallery constitutes a coherence of the
narrative of the new “Asia’s World City”, the UREC constructs a narrative of the
“visible” problem of urban decay in Hong Kong; thereby consolidating the aesthetics
of dilapidation as to legitimise their targeting of tenement buildings for urban renewal.
The narrative of the modern city, and the narrative of urban decay, and the
binary oppositions that they advance, are essential to how the discourse of ruination
works. That is to say, statements about what constitutes as the “ideal” modern city is
as important as the statements about what constitutes as “ruins”. Together, they form
a unity in contradiction, in that they make coherent, and rationalise the single
motivation to renew. If we see urban renewal as a point of the application of power,
these binary oppositions effectively legitimise and normalise the practice of renewal.
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Chapter Four
Case 2: The Viva Blue House Project

Previously, I have analysed two exhibitions, which represent how the discourse
of ruination is produced and how it operates within sets of binaries. For example, by
normalising certain ‘ideal futures’ of a global city, at the same time reinforcing notions
of backwardness and dilapidation. In this chapter I will draw from a case study of an
on-going heritage preservation25 of a tenement cluster in Wan Chai, which can be cited
as a unique case of “bottom-up preservation”, involving not only experts but NGO
workers, artists, activists and the community in the decision-making process. Although
it can be debated to what extent it is “bottom-up”, I draw attention to this case in order
to demonstrate the ways in which certain notions of ‘truth’ produced through discourse
about the value of space are destabilised and decentred.
On the one hand, heritage preservation as a discursive practice (and also under
the larger framework of urban renewal) serves to produce particular notions of
‘historical truth’ — what constitutes ‘authenticity’, ‘heritage value’, and thus what is
worth preserving. The analysis of discourse here then attempts to delineate the
inconsistency and the arbitrariness of this ‘expert’ practice. On the other hand, because
the case of preservation mentioned here represents an experiment that incorporates, to
some degree, ‘multiple voices’, and heterogeneous actors, it is possible to observe how

There are some differences between ‘preservation’ and ‘conservation’. I use heritage preservation
as I am discussing a URA initiated project and the URA puts this form of operation under the category
of ‘preservation’ and ‘revitalisation’. Preservation is generally referred to as the process of “freezing”
change or deterioration of a place, while conservation is more about “managing” gradual change. In
the Heritage Impact Assessment report of the Blue House Cluster, LWK Conservation Ltd (2011)
defines conservation as “all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its cultural
significance” and preservation as “maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding
deterioration” (p. 4).
25
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different forms of discursive practice can potentially disrupt and undermine the unities
that certain truth claims are reliant upon, rather than reinforcing them.
The first part of the chapter addresses the process by which a building defined
as a ruin is transformed into heritage, thereby illuminating the connection between
preservation and urban renewal — i.e. preservation is another way of dealing with
ruins — and the second part provides an insight to how the community at Blue House
(the preservation site) attempt to destabilise the fixing of narratives, using the
exhibition space Hong Kong House of Stories (located within preservation site) as an
example.

The Blue House Cluster

Figure 30 Exterior of Blue House, 2016, before restoration.
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Figure 31 Exterior of Yellow house, 2016, after restoration.

The Blue House Cluster consists of three main buildings: (1) the ‘Blue House’,
which is a group of conjoined tenement buildings at 72-74A Stone Nullah Lane, built
in the 1920s and for its architectural merit, listed as a Grade 1 historic building; (2) the
‘Yellow House’ at 2-8 Hing Wan Street, built in the 1920s, Grade 3 historic building;
(3) and the ‘Orange House’ at 8 King Sing Street, built in the 1930s — and rebuilt in
the 1950-60s — which has no grading. These three buildings together form a “cluster”
which has been referred to as a valuable tangible and intangible heritage that expresses
the grassroots community network in Hong Kong, past and present (Sun, 2006). The
cluster became widely known to the public in 2006 when the URA, in collaboration
with the Hong Kong Housing Society (HKHS), announced their proposal to revitalise
the area into a tourist destination with the theme of tea and traditional Chinese
medicine. In this initial proposal, Orange House was to be demolished while Blue
House and Yellow House were to be preserved through adaptive re-use (retaining
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architectural elements while changing the function of space) (Urban Renewal
Authority, 2006).
The plan sparked a lot of resistance and criticism from the neighbourhood (and
later the larger public), which concerned two major issues: eviction and the
commercialisation of heritage. Labelled as a dilapidated building, which posed threats
to the safety of its residents, heritage preservation appeared as a reasonable means of
dealing with this ruin. However, the residents argued that they did not consider the
building to be dangerous or uninhabitable and felt it was unfair to be relocated for this
reason (“Residents of Blue House Concerned”, 2007). In fact, their testimonies, such
as how five generations had lived there perfectly well without a kitchen or toilet
(“Residents of Blue House Concerned”, 2007), or how they appreciated the high
ceilings, large windows and old tile floors (“Battle for the Blue House”, 2006), suggest
the conflict of values implicated in this technical designation of the building as
“dilapidated” and not meeting “modern standards”. While the URA and the HKHS
proposed to spend $20 million in rehousing the 30 affected households, a third of the
residents expressed desire to stay rather than being relocated to public housing (Sun,
2006).
Another criticism was on the commercialisation of heritage buildings, as
residents, community concern groups and local NGO (St. James’ Settlement) feared
that the new revitalised heritage cluster would destroy the existing fabric of a
grassroots community. Previously, in 2004, the URA had initiated a revitalisation
project on a group of tenement buildings in a nearby Wan Chai neighbourhood, which,
completed in 2008, was transformed into an upscale Western restaurant called “The
Pawn” (reference to the building’s former use as a pawn shop). The case of The Pawn
has been referred to by the URA as a successful example of the harmonious “co92

existence of the old and the new in redevelopment” (URA, 2008). With the Blue House
Cluster revitalisation plan, sentiments against such commercialisation of heritage
escalated, and many believed it “meaningless to preserve the 'shell' of the Blue House”
(“Battle for the Blue House”, 2006) without the people, who are/had been the agents
maintaining the local culture.
After many negotiations and growing public outcry against the initial plan, the
government responded by allowing the Blue House Cluster to be preserved through
the ‘Revitalising Historic Buildings Through Partnership Scheme Batch II’ 26 . This
scheme allowed the neighbouring non-governmental charitable organisation St. James’
Settlement to successfully take on the project of revitalising the Cluster with more
input from the residents and various other stakeholders, and most importantly, to
maintain the tenancy so that those who wished were able to stay without being forcibly
relocated.

Viva Blue House: The Heritage Impact Assessment
In 2011, as a required measure, a ‘Heritage Impact Assessment’ was carried
out under the title ‘Conservation Management for Viva Blue House’, by LWK &
Partners — an architectural firm which conducted the preservation of various other
heritage buildings in Hong Kong, such as the Old Supreme Court and Murray House.
The report states the value of the Blue House Cluster project as the following:

26

On 11 October 2007 the Development Bureau issued a Legislative Council Brief on Heritage
Conservation Policy which outlined the framework for the scheme. Under this scheme non-profit
making, non-governmental organisations with charitable status can apply (on a competitive basis) to
revitalise historic buildings in the form of a social enterprise. The government offers a one-off grant to
cover renovation costs, a nominal rental for the buildings and if justifiable, a one-off grant to subsidize
maintenance costs of the social enterprise for two years, after which they need to become selfsustainable (Legislative Council, 2009).
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Rather than focusing primarily on building preservation, more of Viva
Blue House is about the activities which promote and sustain the local
network and culture. Viva Blue House is a project of conserving our living
heritage and it integrates living tangible and intangible heritage
preservation. It revitalise the Blue House Cluster into a multi-functional
services complex inheriting wisdom and traditional ways of living” (LWK
Conservation Ltd, 2011, p. 2)

In this sense, the fact that the project can preserve part of its original use
(residence for low-income individuals) is translated into a new value that emphasises
the “local network and culture” which allows for the inheriting of “wisdom and
traditional ways of living”. It thereby identifies the current residents and their ways of
life as “intangible heritage”.
‘Heritage Value’ of the Cluster is further elaborated as the following:
Table 2 Value assessment of Blue House Cluster

Historical Value

Rich building history dated back to 1920s and even earlier in 19th
century in association with the urban development history of Wan
Chai.
Architectural Value They collectively form a group of traditional shop houses which is a
rare exemplar of 1920s period tenement houses cluster survived in
Wan Chai.
Social Value
Association with the medical and community history connecting to
the 19th century Wan Chai. The Blue House Cluster is a testimonial
of the continuous urban development and the traditional lifestyle still
preserved in old Wan Chai.
Authenticity
and The existing shop houses of mixed domestic use and retail functions
Rarity
on ground floor shops is a rare example of surviving historic shop
houses cluster which represents the architectural typology of
tenement houses (shop houses) of early 1900s period in Hong Kong.

(Adapted from LWK Conservation Ltd, 2011, p. 18)

Basically, all of the above repeat the same aspect — that the Blue House
Cluster exemplifies the history of the neighbourhood in the 1920s Wan Chai. The
heritage value defined here is one of the most important aspects in the process of
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preservation because it is through these values, certain “character defining elements”
are identified in the physical structure of the building. Character defining elements in
the case of Blue House, which include building façades, cast iron rainwater down pipes,
granite steps, French timber doors, and timber framed windows, are supposed to
exemplify the characteristics of the ‘1920s tenement building’. This is a crucial
selection process whereby elements that do not qualify as “character defining” will be
removed27.
Throughout the report, however, it is not stated as to why the 1920s was chosen
as a significant period. This is a question rarely asked in heritage preservation in Hong
Kong, where in most cases, the year in which the building was constructed becomes
the default restoration period. Given that only buildings over 50 years old will be
considered for heritage assessment in the first place, it echoes perhaps, the fact that the
value of heritage is derived from its remoteness from the present, as the past always
has to be defined in opposition to the present (Harrison, 2013 [emphasis added]).
Another crucial part of the report concerns the proposal of the adaptive re-use
of the Cluster. Adaptive re-use is an essential concept, which is defined in the
document as a “means of modifying a historic place, site or buildings to suit its existing
use or a proposed new use” (p. 4). In the case of the Blue House cluster, it would mean
for instance, installing modern kitchens and toilets to upgrade the existing residential
use, and assigning new uses of space by transforming a residential unit into an office,
an exhibition space, a restaurant and so on. It is important to understand this approach
as a way in which ruins — an outmoded, devalued space becomes re-integrated into

Some items removed are “salvaged”, meaning it will be stored until there is a need for it. Some of
the salvaged items, including various doors and wooden beds from the post-war period, will be
displayed in the Cluster’s ‘Heritage Interpretation Area’.
27
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the productive (often economic) circuit of the surrounding area, through certain
interpretations (assigning value) and modifications (physical transformation).
According to the document, the Viva Blue House project proposes to
accommodate the following:
(a) 18 residential units; (for existing tenants as well as new tenants under the
‘Good Neighbour Scheme for New Tenants’28)
(b) Three shops; (Community Oriented Mutual Economy Hall 29 , Chinese bone
setter clinic)
(c) Two restaurants; (dessert house and vegetarian restaurant in the form of social
enterprise)
(d) Exhibition areas; (Hong Kong House of Stories 30 , ‘Heritage Interpretation
Areas’31)
(e) Classroom and recreation areas;
(f) Ancillary office areas;
(g) A public open space of no less than 220 sq.m. in area;
(h) A link bridge with two new external staircases to connect the three separate
building blocks; and
(i) Other ancillary facilities, for example, toilets, lift, storage areas and plant
rooms, etc.

(LWK Conservation Ltd, 2011, p. 36)

This proposal demonstrates the experimental nature of the Viva Blue House
project, where, the adaptive re-use does not merely facilitate commercialisation

28

While existing tenants are guaranteed a nominal rent, the Good Neighbour Scheme for new tenants
invites those “who will enrich the human capital of the Blue House Cluster. Target tenants including
1) Local craftsmen, 2) Professionals with different expertise, 3) Artists & cultural workers, 4) SE
[social enterprise] or business operators, 5) People with needs to live in Wanchai. New tenants are
expected to actively participate in the project and contribute their skills and knowledge to the
development of Viva Blue House. Also, they are required to pay market rent to ensure the project’s
financial stability” (St. James’ Settlement, n.d)
29
“a community economy and community service center based on a barter system for non-marketable
skills and resources” (St. James’ Settlement, n.d)
30
“a cultural and social innovation unit to systematically record, research, develop and exhibit

stories in creative and diverse formats which are open to the public and tourists.” (St. James’s
Settlement, n.d)
31

An exhibition space open to the public displaying the ‘historical/heritage value’ of the Cluster
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(contributing to gentrification) but rather, serves to extend the function of the existing
community ecology (St. James’ Settlement, n.d).
Likewise, the entire project, perhaps even with its shortcomings, represent an
alternative future for the Cluster which was under the threat of demolition (in the case
of the Orange House) and displacement of its residents. In the context of rapid urban
redevelopment and commodification of land, heritage preservation appears as the
peaceful alternative. However, as seen in the Blue House case, the initial preservation
proposal to convert the building into a tea museum for tourists, posed new threats to
the neighbourhood. Commodification, gentrification and the preservation of the
community are two sides of the same coin — called ‘heritage preservation.
Nevertheless, the case of the Blue House Cluster, as it is being developed, has
demonstrated that heritage preservation does leave room for negotiation. It is a site of
contestation, of competing values, expert discourses and community aspirations — it
is also a site, which allows different groups to assert their autonomy and perspective
(Chu, 2015).

Architect’s guide to Viva Blue House
The following section draws from a special guided tour of the Cluster (in
March 2016) before the restoration began in the Blue House. Works in Yellow House
and Orange House had already begun and had almost reached completion. One of the
architects involved in the preservation gave a semi-public tour inside the Blue House,
which had not previously been open to public viewing. The majority of the participants
of the tour were professionals and activists working in the field of urban planning,
conservation and urban renewal. The tour consisted of a detailed explanation of the
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preservation planning and technique, as well as an overview of the history of the
building and its structural elements. Lasting well over 3 hours, the tour was then
followed up by a lengthy discussion among the participants and the architect. My
observations of the tour are complemented by this discussion.

Figure 32 Sign indicating the interior of Blue House is “not open to public”.

Figure 33 Cubicle homes inside Blue House.

Walking into the building, up the steep and dimly lit wooden stairs, there was a sense
of an eerie familiarity which invoked the experience of being inside an abandoned
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building. As we entered one of the flats, it became clear that these spaces, at least
partially, had been left vacant for a while. It was later confirmed that during the
struggle to maintain tenancy, a lot of the residents were relocated, leaving a number of
units empty since 2006. Left in the vacant flats, which consisted of densely packed
wooden cubicles and bed spaces, were traces of past inhabitants: old calendars, posters,
stickers, wallpaper and curtains engraved into the wooden partitions; left untouched
and slowly disintegrating. As one of the participants commented:
You can really visualise it, you can feel it seeing all those cubicles and how many
storeys of cubicles it had, you can understand what life was like in these spaces.
When you see photographs or videos, you can’t sense it. The claustrophobic
pressure, the dim lighting, and that so many families lived in these spaces and they
were the people who constructed Hong Kong [...] In other preservation projects
you can’t see this.

Many participants expressed a sense of awe at the sight of the cubicle homes. One even
called it an “otherworldly space”, so extraordinary that it seemed detached from reality.
Others were amazed at the ingenuity of the past residents in making use of the limited
space. Another participant described:

The traces of life, how the wood has worn out because so many people have
crossed it, and how ingenious the designs are, in such a small space they made it
possible to provide for so many families, how they managed to create it into a
living space, with storage spaces and beds. From these spaces you can see the
people’s imagination and creativity.

These cubicle homes were the same kind of spaces that were classified as
“pockets of decay” and dilapidation in the dominant logic of urban redevelopment
(here I refer to the URA’s exhibition and government documents/policies that describe
the “problems of urban decay”). Spaces that were on the one hand, regarded as symbols
of backwardness and decline were on the other, in this particular context of heritage
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preservation, symbols of the creativity of past generations. One fact which remained
the same was that in both cases they were imagined as something that belonged (or
should belong) to the realm of history, rather than the daily present — despite the fact
that they were most likely occupied until 2006.
The architect on the other hand, explained that these cubicles had to be
removed because the wood was rotting and everything inside the building was
structurally weak, and therefore unsafe. He reminded everyone frequently, to even out
since the wooden floor may collapse, though the participants appeared mostly
indifferent. Once the repair was done, he explained that three of the units, in each of
the three buildings would be used as a showroom, a ‘Heritage Interpretation Area’
(HIA), where the public can gain knowledge about the history of the building. It was
agreed upon that although the majority of the cubicles would be destroyed, some would
be able to be displayed in the HIA.
According to the Heritage Impact Assessment report of the Blue House Cluster,
the cubicles which dominate the interior space of the tenement buildings are not
defined as ‘character defining elements’. This is largely because the ‘interpretation’ of
heritage has been decided on as a ‘1920s tenement building’. Although subdivided
tenement houses were common throughout the 19th century and early 20th century, it
was after the Second World War (population declined) and the Chinese Civil War, i.e.
during and after the 1950s that they exponentially increased to accommodate the
refugee/migrant population.
Moreover, to some extent, these cubicles had been occupied until relatively
recent decades. When the objective of the preservation was finally defined as a
restoration of the building to its “original” 1920s era (when Blue House and Yellow
House were first constructed), any element that did not belong to this period became
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obsolete. According to the Heritage Impact Assessment report and as reiterated by the
architect, in order to retain the integrity and unity of the interpretation, it is imperative
to
Recognize each historic place as a physical record of its time,
place and use. Do not create a false sense of historical
development by adding elements from other historic places or by
combining features of the same property that never co-existed
(LWK Conservation Ltd, 2011, p. 35 [emphasis added]).
We see here how the chosen period of 1920s — a particular interpretation, produced
through expert knowledge (as in the report prepared by architects) operates as
framework in which a certain notion of ‘authenticity’ is constructed; and how
preservation practice, predicated on representing a ‘true’ sense of history as opposed
to “false sense of historical development”, in turn produce the techniques of retaining,
managing, classifying and displaying ‘authenticity’.
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Figure 34 Furniture “salvaged” from Blue House, now on display at Orange House HIA.

Consequently, when the restoration work began in the Blue House, most of the items
found in the flats (except a few token “salvage” items) including cubicle partitions,
furniture, objects, decorations were completely destroyed and removed from the site.
Tony Bennett (1995), in his critique, argues that buildings, in their state of
degradation and ruination, speak for themselves, “the wear and tear, and the grime and
decay testify to the traces left behind by former users” and that heritage preservation,
in its trend of being preoccupied with renovating the appearance of the building “erases
these minute speeches by buildings themselves”. What is preserved, in effect, is the
“past as text”, framed through indexes of reference, such as legislation, tourist
brochures and heritage value assessment. It is in a way paradoxical because the
existence of this past is secured only through the forms in which “the past is publicly
demarcated and represented” in the context of the present. This demarcation, Bennett
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further explains, is the process of putting a frame around it that “separates that site
from what it was prior to the moment of preservation” (p.130), extracting it from its
continuing use and development. As a result, the objects/spaces that have been
“preserved” become a facsimile of themselves.

When ruins become heritage

Figure 35 Yellow House interior, restoration complete.

Thus far, I have demonstrated how, under the discourse of ruination, ruins as
spaces of uselessness, dilapidation and abjection are discursively constructed. Urban
renewal then, emerges as a crucial practice of dealing with such sites — the salvaging
process of “arresting decay” — so to speak. While redevelopment is considered the
most efficient way of eradicating ruins, in this chapter I have demonstrated how
preservation is posited as a more consensual and appealing method. This is because
the destruction and erasure implicated in preservation practice are overwhelmingly
ignored. In the end, preservation appears to preserve, not destroy.
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In fact, as the scrutiny of the Viva Blue House project reveals, preservation
renders numerous elements and traces obsolete and also necessitates their physical
erasure. At the core of this process is the role of heritage “interpretation”, partly
described through the ‘Heritage Impact Assessment’ report discussed previously. The
interpretation, according to the architect, is fundamental to the preservation practice as
a framework of reference, but also determines what kind of values are assigned — and
how these values will be communicated to the public. During the tour he commented:
You have to provide justifications. You need to be able to tell people why it needs
to be this colour. But we also respect history. How can we tell people what the
original colour was? By interpretation. [...] I think that in most heritage buildings,
why we can say they have value is because we have proper interpretation. As
outsiders we don’t know the history about the area so we need to tell them through
interpretation. After understanding the history, after understanding the site, we
will find that it has value. All types of value are actually judged by the people but
first of all, we need to make people understand what kind of value it had. That is
why we say that it is important to have interpretation for heritage buildings.
The use of the term “interpretation” is somewhat ironically relevant; because
interpretation

suggests

the possibility of

multiple interpretations

—

the

acknowledgement that history can be interpreted and conveyed differently according
to the specific interests and perspectives of individuals/groups — in other words,
interpretation and its way of assigning value is arbitrary. However, “interpretation”
here is used as a technical term. It is a product of ‘expert’, ‘scientific’ procedures of
historical research, excavation, and gathering of “solid evidence”, in other words, the
procedures of producing authoritative knowledge. The interpretation then, serves as a
kind of ‘historical truth’, which justifies, and is upheld and maintained by the overall
practice of preservation — and its exhibition in the ‘Heritage Interpretation Area’.
During the research period of the project, the architects had discovered a
hidden ornamental design on one of the exterior walls. It had been covered up by more
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recent owners, but as they peeled off each layer in order to uncover the “original”
building, they found this design on a slab of stone. Then, a resident came over and told
him that he remembers there was a pattern in the middle of the rectangle, also part of
the design that the architects had found. However, because this “memory” could not
be proven with “solid evidence”, like photographs, the architect emphasised that they
deliberately left it blank. Now, the blank surface, which is noticeable due to its white
paint, reminds us of the absence of that layer of history — or to be more exact, the
absence of official history, and the experts’ attempt to demonstrate that they “don’t
make false history”.
If we see preservation as a practice whereby ruins are transformed into heritage,
through above mentioned procedures, another important aspect of the discourse of
ruination can be pointed out. Discourse is largely concerned with the production of
certain notions of ‘truth’ (Foucault, 1980/1976), which is maintained and normalised
through statements that form a certain unity — such as sets of binaries — which make
it coherent. Thus it is imperative to limit the presence of variations, which could
potentially destabilise this unity. Referring back to the participants’ perception of the
ruin of Blue House in its abandoned state (before restoration), the very fact that ruins
expose multiple layers of temporality embedded in space, posed a threat to the
coherence of the heritage. Moreover, it invited surprisingly positive, alternative
“interpretations”, of the ingenuity and creativity of the use of space — as opposed to
the kind of “terror” and sense of pity invoked through the simulations of cubicle homes
in the UREC.
Yet, this proves to be all the more reason that ruins need intervention, whether
in the form of destruction, monumentalisation, or revitalisation; and it illuminates a
crucial aspect, which is the constant tension between fixing identities (as evidence of
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“history”) and the attempts to destabilise it by incorporating multiple narratives and
values. It is in this final aspect, of destabilising unities that I would like to put forward
the example of the community-exhibition space ‘Hong Kong House of Stories’, which
has been occupying a vital role in the subsistence and expansion of the Blue House
community.
The uniqueness and the significance of the case of the Blue House Cluster lies
in the fact that it is not only a site in which to observe dominant practices of
preservation/renewal, but also in that it represents a dynamic exchange, cooperation
and negotiation (of resources, values, methods of practice) between top-down and
bottom-up, community initiatives.

The Hong Kong House of Stories: an exhibition-community space

Figure 36 Hong Kong House of Stories located on the ground floor of Blue House.
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Opened to the public in 2007 by St. James’ Settlement, after the struggle
against the URA preservation project, the space was first established as the ‘Wan Chai
Livelihood Place’. Described as a site “where traditions are conserved and diverse
cultures converge" (St. James’ Settlement, n.d), it had held more than 20 exhibitions
on local culture while also serving as a community space, arousing public concerns on
issues of cultural conservation. In 2012, it changed its name to ‘Hong Kong House of
Stories’ (hereinafter House of Stories), to represent broader concerns of ‘community’
in Hong Kong32 and expand its program into the following areas: 1) public exhibitions;
2) community-guided tours; 3) arts and culture promotion activities; 4) workshops; 5)
record and publishing; and 6) Research on community histories and cultures (St. James’
Settlement, n.d).

32

There is also a second House of Stories in To Kwa Wan, East Kowloon, another area undergoing
rapid urban renewal.
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Figure 37 A typical monthly schedule at House of Stories (2015).

According to the description by the “curator” of the space, House of Stories functions
as a kind of “hub”, so the idea is not just a museum but to open up a platform for people
to come and share their stories and experience. The curator’s job is then to manage and
organise the exhibitions as well as the numerous events happening (see figure 38).
During the interview the curator commented:
Usually art curators put artworks on the wall, decide on the theme, the process and
so on, but here it’s not just putting things in a space. It’s more like creating a space
for people from different backgrounds to connect together. Once they connect
together, what can they do? Can they create something together? We also meet
every month with the people from the neighbourhood and the people who work
here, to discuss the plans. Usually residents are not trained to think about these
things, so we try to hold more events, a platform where they can learn and think
of new ideas. So it’s like an education program as well.
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Figure 38 Poster of Antique Goods exhibition.

Figure 39 Objects from previous exhibition on top, photo display from new exhibition on the bottom.

Past exhibitions include drawings of Hong Kong urban landscapes, student
works on the aesthetics and culture of tong lau (tenement buildings), and the ‘Antique
Goods’ exhibition, where they displayed numerous household old objects donated by
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the residents, and held a series of ‘Antique Auctions’ to raise money33. When asked
what the most memorable exhibition was, the curator explained, “Usually exhibitions
are not memorable, but people I meet through the exhibitions are memorable”.
Over the years Blue House has become relatively well-known as a successful
case of heritage preservation, even appearing on secondary school textbooks.
Therefore, it is not uncommon to see groups of visitors from local schools. When asked
about the responses from the visitors, the curator replied:
Random visitors (as opposed to people from the neighbourhood) are normally
very happy, they enjoy the atmosphere, it’s old and unique. But some neighbours
do not like this place, because this space is very different from what you find in
other places. You are not running a business, so what are you doing? All the shops
around us are doing business, so they ask what is your role? And some people
think it’s not a necessary space. This kind of space is not common in Hong Kong,
but slowly people are getting used to it.

Figure 40 House of Stories, a few days before relocating to Yellow House
33

Since 2011, House of Stories received funding from the Hongkong Shanghai Banking Corporation
(HSBC) but they are required to become self-sufficient, financially. The curator explained that the
antique auction was one of the ways to raise money. Currently they sell self-made Blue House-themed
souvenirs such as bags and accessories, as well as doing various Hong Kong culture/history themed
guided tours for the public.
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Sitting inside House of Stories during the day with volunteers/part-time staff
(mostly residents and members of Blue House ‘community’), I could see that the space
easily caught the attention of passers-by — a diverse group of people comprised of
expats, tourists, hikers, families, etc. They would peek inside, or some would walk in
to take a look around. For the first-time visitor, the space presented an interesting mess
of small random objects — old, new, factory-made, hand-crafted — there was no
discernible order in which the objects were placed. For instance, you would find a
current exhibition — a series of photographs, handmade models and cardboard pickets
explaining the resistance to a new redevelopment project in a nearby area, and above
it would be a display of a collection of vintage metal pots, and on the opposite would
be typewriters, and postcards of Cantopop singers.
These were not works of professional artists, but a product of a collaboration
between the residents and perhaps some artists and activists who are members of the
Blue House community. Also, display objects are donated rather than hand-picked or
bought, this keeps the selection process to a minimum. In this sense, unlike the space
of City Gallery and UREC, which reinforces the hierarchical relationship of the visitor
as a recipient of knowledge, or a subject that civilising relationships are formed and
worked upon (Bennett, 1995), the flexible space of the House of Stories allows for a
different way of consolidating meaning and value; instead of understanding what is
presented as factual and universal, the visitor engages in the production and
negotiation of meanings/values through dialogue.
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Figure 41 Exhibition on the campaign against redevelopment

Figure 42 Typewriters on display, and a board for visitor comments

When I interviewed students from a local university who had visited the Blue
House on a field trip, many of them mentioned feeling a little lost when they first
entered the exhibition space. One student, Tina said, “although the people told me that
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there was a museum in the Blue House, I didn’t find it looked like a museum because
there wasn’t any real exhibits inside. I think it’s still a house”.
When asked what she understood to be a museum she replied,
My impression of museums is mainly from the two museums in Tsim Sha Tsui.
(Museum of History and Science Museum), you need to get a ticket before you go
inside, you will receive a brochure saying what is the exhibit, the story and the
content of the museum. You have a designed path, to go in and through the
museum but the Blue House doesn’t have anything like that

Again, when asked about the difference between a conventional museum and
the House of Stories, another student, Harry explained,
I feel a sense of distance when I go to the Hong Kong History Museum, I don’t
really care about these big events, but the (museum in) Blue House, I feel it’s my
thing, in my life-time, I know these things. [...] It allows communication with the
locals which is very important. People have the chance to narrate their stories.
You can’t really talk to anyone in the History Museum right? [...] I feel confident
that I can trust them.
Harry implied that because in the House of Stories, “stories” are narrated by the people
in the community, and discovered through dialogue, rather than through inert objects
on display, it is more intimate and even, perhaps, more “real” and “trustworthy”. When
I told the curator that many students found the exhibition somewhat confusing and
disorganised, he replied that the purpose is not to give “information”, since these things
can be easily looked up on Google. Rather, he said,
The important thing is to talk to other people, once you do that you can gain a lot
of things. You can pick up any object and talk to someone, they will always have
some story to share about it.

Indeed, I found that the House of Stories was quite an inviting place for various
encounters. Just sitting in the space for 15 minutes, during the interview, I came across
4 different visitors: an expat father and son who played football for a while, a woman
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who folded letters at St. James’ Settlement, a Blue House resident who just came for
a chat, and also a neighbourhood cat. The curator explained,
This kind of experience is more important, talking to real people. Some people
like informative things, but here we provide real experience. We just want to
create an atmosphere of real living space, as if someone is using it, like someone’s
studio. In fact we are really using it. Most of the objects here are actually being
used.

When asked what he thought about the changes that will happen in Blue House after
the restoration, he commented:
There will be more shops and people will move in. That’s important. The building
is like an object but without people’s opinion it’s nothing. When more and more
people come in, that means more opinions and thoughts. It will become interesting.

Some members of the Blue House community have expressed their concerns
about the future of the neighbourhood after the restoration. While, the curator of House
of Stories commented that because of the way it “looks” now, slightly messy and rundown, not many people will come inside, he hoped that after the restoration more
diverse groups of people can take part in the activities and the dialogues of the
community. On the other hand, some think the new sanitised “aesthetics” of the
heritage building — with its spotless walls and polished windows, may destroy the
“comfortable” and “warm” atmosphere of a space like the House of Stories. Indeed,
inevitably, the demographics of the Blue House community will change, as the newly
renovated units will be let out to cultural practitioners, artists, and such. Even though
it is claimed as the first preservation project that retains its original use as a residential
space, the new tenants will be from a completely different background. Therefore, the
function of the tenement building as an affordable living space for lower-class people
will be transformed. Also, the confirmed “heritage” status of the Cluster is expected
to attract more tourists. Nevertheless, the curator is hopeful that the diversity will
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generate an “interesting” dynamic, which will contribute to the constant re-shaping of
the neighbourhood and community.

A “Living” space
In 2007, Cecilia Chu wrote a commentary on a new exhibition at the
Shekkipmei Estate, a former resettlement estate later revitalised into a youth hostel34.
Named the ‘People’s Museum at Shekkipmei’, the exhibition was set up to remind the
public of the humble lives of the 1950s-60s in one of Hong Kong’s first public housing
estates. Chu’s (2007) critique was that while this exhibition was heralded as a
recognition of the “working class” history and a “testimony to the ‘coming of age’ of
Hong Kong” (p. 44), the representations of poverty served in the end, as an extreme
comparison, to remind people of the affluence of the present. She states that here the
“present is also necessarily presented as a utopian conclusion of history” (p. 49), which
rationalises the narrative of the ‘Hong Kong success story’ — a meritocracy that
rewards those who work hard — and thus, those who are left out have only themselves
to blame. Moreover, by rectifying the image of poverty as something of the past, in
other words, as Chu states, “the process of reinterpreting Shekkipmei as the ‘evidence’
of history” (p. 49), rendered the actual life of the 13,000 tenants who still live in the
buildings redundant. This served to ironically legitimise the demolition and
redevelopment of the resettlement estate.
A similar point could be made in the case of the Blue House Cluster. The
festishisation of “working class” or “grassroots” local culture (the way it is

34

Although, at the time of the temporary exhibition, the preservation/revitalisation plan was not
finalised. It was decided however, that one block which symbolised the earliest form of “H-shaped”
public housing would be preserved, while the rest would be demolished for redevelopment.
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nostalgically constructed) could easily be absorbed into the narrative of the Hong Kong
success story. In this way, just as the cubicles and traces of “recent” residents were
erased, the ongoing lives of the community at Blue House could be made irrelevant —
or only relevant in their pursuit of “preserving tradition”.
To preserve something means at the same time, declaring that it is at the risk
of disappearance, and as illustrated in Chu’s study, it can legitimise the disappearance
as well. Preservation, as part of the process of renewal, confirms this notion that to
preserve or renew something is to declare its defects and uselessness at the same time,
because otherwise, of course, no intervention will be required.
Nevertheless, what is to be underscored in the case of the Viva Blue House
project, is the dynamics between the impulse to preserve, and the energy of the
community that asserts the value of the resilience of life in the tenement cluster.
Although on the one hand, objects and spaces are being destroyed, “preserved”, taken
out of context and presented as “history”, on the other hand, they are being
appropriated and new uses are being created by the community. Perhaps this is where
the significance of retaining the existing tenancy comes to light. The existing tenants,
and the community of Blue House will testify to the contemporary value of the space,
and not just as a comparison to the modern present, or its economic value as a “historic”
tourist destination.
The contemporary value, unlike historical value that needs validation from
experts, is not fixed, but is contingent on the multiple narratives that are being
generated, and negotiated through unconventional exhibition-community spaces like
the Hong Kong House of Stories. Overall, I would state that the case of the Blue House
Cluster demonstrates the tensions and the negotiations between attempts at fixing
identities that convey a certain prescribed value as a “heritage” building, symbolising
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the “working class history”, and the attempts in unsettling these singular narratives
through producing a “living” space that continuously works and un-works existing
narratives through dialogue.
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Chapter Five

Conclusion

This research proposed to engage in the discussion of urban renewal in Hong
Kong, by questioning its logic as a practice of “tackling the problem of urban decay”.
Through the concept of the discourse of ruination, it attempted to address the ways in
which urban renewal has been rationalised and justified.
The three parts of which this thesis consist, highlight the discourse of ruination;
the historical conditions out of which it emerged, how it is consolidated through stateauthored exhibitions on urban space, and its operation in the practice of preservation.
First, a chapter that outlines the different conditions which allowed certain
configurations of ruins to emerge, in order to trace the historical shifts in urban policy
that (in)directly functioned as a means to govern ‘non-compliant’ spaces/people;
second, an analysis of two exhibition spaces which demonstrate how statements about
the city, urban space, decay, dilapidation and backwardness are being consolidated,
and communicated to the public; and lastly, a chapter that discusses how preservation,
contrary to common belief, parallels redevelopment as an operation that transforms
ruins in order to place them back into the productive circuit of the city; the third
example of an exhibition space however, also demonstrates how certain dominant
conceptions about history, urban life and space can be unsettled, by allowing the
discussion and generation of new values that are contingent on the evolving uses of
space by the community. In this concluding chapter, I will give a summary of the
observations drawn from the case studies and address the research questions put
forward in the introduction.
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The first chapter of this thesis began with a discussion on ruin studies through
which the concept of ruination was introduced. The shift from a theory of ruins to the
utilisation of ‘ruination’ as an analytic framework, allowed the possibility of a more
in-depth analysis of the context and the forces that “ruin” rather than merely asking
what ruins as distinct spaces symbolise. The concept and category of the ruin has been
rather elusive in existing academic writing; however the general definition is that it
refers to a structure that no longer serves the function it was built for, due to damage
or abandonment. The concept of utility and value are important as the ruin is often
considered a “useless” space that no longer partakes in the productive cycle of the
society. However, it always bears the potential to be “regenerated” or made productive
by adaptive re-use or demolition, making way for new “uses” and spaces.
Heritage preservation is often an example where historical, cultural value reshapes the ruin into a valuable (and productive) tourist destination; another is the case
of redevelopment, where “useless” spaces are demolished completely to release land
for new developments. Thus, the concept of the ruin in its broadest sense refers to the
boundaries between usefulness and uselessness — productive value and the absence
of it — and “ruination” therefore allows for the understanding of how certain spaces
are rendered as ruins, but also how they are constantly subject to external forces that
could easily place them back into the mainstream flow of capital.
In expanding this discussion to include how ruins, as particular notions of
space are discursively constituted (involving the creation and destruction of value) and
the role they play in the larger operation of how spaces are managed and (re)produced,
this research proposed the concept of the discourse of ruination. Analysing how this
discourse works in the context of Hong Kong’s urban renewal practices was the main
objective of the research.
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Conditions of Ruination
In order to explore the conditions whereby certain spaces are rendered as ruins,
the second chapter gave a summary of the historical developments in urban policy and
redevelopment measures in Hong Kong. The review of literature showed how the
discourse of hygiene, the increasing commodification of land and colonial
modernisation schemes impacted how space was conceived, managed, destroyed and
constructed. This also paralleled the development of the particular practices of urban
renewal in Hong Kong, and how the current context of rapid inner city redevelopment
came about. Although the motives and strategies of urban governance have changed
over the course of history, there are also some crucial continuities.
Firstly, beyond the technocratic measures which implement regulations and
policies, there is a certain arbitrariness in the identification and classification of ruins,
because often it appears to be contingent upon aesthetic judgements that are implicated
in relations of power as well as interest. We can see this in the way the colonial
government prevented ‘Chinese style architecture’ from coming up in the European
districts, in order to preserve property values and supposedly to contain the threat of
dilapidation that the Chinese population posed; also in the slum clearance of the 1950s
whereby the government provided new resettlement estates (concrete blocks
symbolising the modern, industrial city) that were not much higher in standard than
the slums themselves.
Secondly, another consistent feature of the discourse is the continuation of the
negative representation of Chinese tenement buildings as backward, dangerous and
unhygienic, which also serves as a statement about their inhabitants. The long history
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of stigmatising these working class residences have contributed to the ease of
normalising and justifying their eradication, regardless of their crucial function in
providing affordable living spaces. These sites make up the majority of those targeted
for urban renewal — past and present.
Lastly, it remains the same that even though the notion of “tackling urban decay”
and “improving housing conditions” as social exercise gives urban renewal a boost of
legitimacy, the underlying motivation is quite obviously a financial one. Urban
renewal still displaces massive numbers of residents; those who do not qualify for
public housing are stuck in a perpetual cycle of moving between ruins only to be
evicted again due to a new urban renewal project that targets dilapidated buildings.
Meanwhile, the government profits from the selling of land (that has increased value
due to redevelopment), the URA profits from developing the land either independently
or in cooperation with private developers. Since “in-situ” relocation of tenants are so
rare, due to the hugely expensive costs of newly built buildings, URA initiated
redevelopment projects almost certainly end in the gentrification of the neighbourhood
and displacement of its former residents.
As seen in the second chapter, there have been numerous criticisms of
strategies/motivations of urban renewal which prioritises financial gain, and it thus
highlights how the constitution of ruins, their management and ways of regeneration
are essential to the economy of the city that relies heavily on the property sector. In
other words, the presence of ruins, and the discourse of ruination, in that it produces
and legitimises particular practices of urban renewal is crucial to how power is worked
and maintained in Hong Kong — through the management of urban space.
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Exhibitions as Discursive Practice
Exhibitions, as analysed in this research are considered as sites within which
different forms of discursive practice could be observed. It is also a site which
demonstrates what Lefebvre (1991/1974) called representations of space, which refers
to how space is conceived through technocratic means35. Although there are limitations
to applying Lefebvre’s concept, as exhibitions may well be considered,
‘representations’ of conceived space itself, my intention was to observe how certain
actors represent their practices/perspectives as a way of communicating to the public,
and the ways in which particular statements they make about the nature of urban space,
become normalised through the medium of the exhibition.
The City Gallery and the UREC, the two exhibitions representative of the
position of the government, and the URA, together demonstrate an interesting
combination. As I have argued, the City Gallery represents a vision of Hong Kong as
an international financial city in the making — which is naturalised through the
consolidation of the “progress” of Hong Kong’s as a “small fishing village turned
international financial centre”. In the vision of this ‘World City’, heritage preservation
is also seen as an essential component which demonstrates the legacy, and the acquired
cultural sensitivity to appreciate and cherish its history. On the other hand, the UREC
presents an image of the city haunted by the remnants of its backwardness. The
desperate need for renewal/regeneration is explained through the exhibition’s
emphasis on the detailed depiction of decay and spaces (ruins) that symbolise the
declining landscape. These two exhibitions constitute a binary vision through which

Although Lefebvre’s concept of the production of space is formulated through a triad — which
includes not only how space is conceived, but also perceived and lived, it is beyond the scope of this
research.
35
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urban space can be said to be conceived; and I contend that it is through these sets of
binaries that the need for rapid urban renewal, and the consequent destruction of spaces
marked as ruins, are justified as well as normalised.
Moreover, the exhibitions are taken as notable examples of measures devised
by the government and the URA to increase public participation and awareness. The
spaces themselves function as an important educational platform, as well as a site to
host various kinds of schools and workshops.
In the City Gallery, visitors are led through a series of spectacles that stand for
Hong Kong’s historical development and future vision. The narrative of this long
trajectory is made coherent, linear and forward-moving. The gaze mimics that of an
urban planner, or an engineer who watches from a distance, and is overwhelmed by
how fast Hong Kong has grown and how spectacular it has become. It ushers a sense
of pride and achievement, even though, in the end it is a celebration of technology
rather than human effort. Enacting this narrative is the visitor him/herself, and as s/he
moves along, becomes a part of this collective vision of Hong Kong’s past and future.
The UREC on the other hand, takes a more active approach. The visitors
(mostly local students), from the moment of arrival to departure, are constantly fed
information by trained staff who also make efforts to entertain. The simulation — as a
particular mode of representation — in a way functions as a spectacle that needs to
overwhelm, but at the same time provide a safe environment to observe, feel and
internalise, without needing to step out into the “real” sites.
Perhaps the main difference between these exhibitions and places like the Hong
Kong Museum of History, is that given its relatively narrow (and technical) focus —
urban renewal, urban infrastructure — it can justify the exclusion of multiple voices.
The Museum of History still needs to depict the everyday lives of the poorest people,
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the collective hardships and collective identity. However, urban renewal and
development, singled out as a specific concern, is dominated by the perspective of
experts. It invites students for a reason and that is to say, “appreciate and learn”.
I cannot say whether this mode of engagement, the technologies and
organisation of “participation” is effective on an individual level — that is outside the
scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, in the representation of the city, with its visions and
rejections that these two exhibitions convey, there is no room for oppositional voices
or lived experiences to gain currency.

Ruins to Heritage
Urban renewal in Hong Kong actively incorporates preservation under the
same institutional measures of regeneration. Preservation then, becomes a practice that
parallels urban redevelopment, for they are merely two different ways of achieving the
same goal — to eradicate urban decay and revitalise declining neighbourhoods. In
chapter 4, this research presented a case study of the preservation of the Blue House
Cluster in Wan Chai, highlighting the dynamic between the experts’ drive to fix certain
values/narratives and the community spaces that experiment ways of producing
multiple values/narratives.
The ‘Viva Blue House’ project is a unique case of preservation that engages
multiple actors; on the one hand it is funded by the government, legitimised by the
Antiquities Advisory Board (heritage professionals involved in grading and
assessment), initiated by the NGO St. James’ Settlement, executed by a private
architectural firm, and lived in and continuously used by the community of residents,
neighbours, artists, activists and students. It therefore involves, and demonstrates a
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complex dynamic of the negotiation of values and interests. The entry point of my
discussion on this project — the process by which ruins become heritage — highlights
some of these negotiations while not being able to address the myriads of other issues
involved, given the narrow scope and methodological limitations.
Nevertheless, I hoped to question the problem of an insistence on a unity of
interpretation, value and identity. It is here we see the difference between the concept
of the ruin as a space of incommensurability that avoids being defined through a
singular narrative, and heritage as an object that is made to convey a unified, coherent
narrative that stands for ‘historical truth’. The decaying remains of recent history
therefore needed to be eradicated to make way for a space restored to the beginning of
its time, the 1920s. Heritage preservation as a practice, then, can be regarded as the
elimination of “redundant” narratives and particularities in order to construct a
seemingly universal value and a notion of “history” — it can also be said that the
construction of such unified narratives render certain elements redundant.
Without scrutinising the procedures in detail, however, it is unlikely that the
destructiveness of preservation practice will be acknowledged. The erasure of the
traces of past inhabitants ingrained in the decaying walls and furniture, will ultimately
be obscured; it will be instead, presented out of context in a museum (the Heritage
Interpretation Area) as an object preserved permanently through heritage preservation.
The case of the Hong Kong House of Stories on the other hand, could be seen
as an effort not to preserve culture or heritage in place — in a fixed moment in history
or out of context, in a blank museum space — but rather the opposite, that of ensuring
the continuation of “traditions” or cultures that are often rendered in dominant
narratives as “disappearing” remnants of the past. They do not preserve historical
artefacts or display vintage objects in order to claim a legacy of the past or produce
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“historical knowledge”; rather, what often happens is that things that are regarded as
such, are given new meaning and value, which is imagined, defined and constantly
negotiated through the ways in which the current community appropriates it.

Building on the Discourse of Ruination
The chapter on urban management/renewal highlighted the historical
conditions in which particular methods and practices of dealing with sites of decay
evolved, and how these practices were founded on (and continued to circulate) a set of
statements about what is normal/abnormal, backward/modern, hygienic/filthy,
safe/dangerous thus producing the concept of the ruin as a symbol of destitution and
decline. The analyses of exhibitions showed how these knowledge and classifications
of ruins are being consolidated through representation. Furthermore, analysing the
exhibition as a medium of communication, informed how certain depictions and
narratives about ruins and their counterparts— the spectacle of modern buildings —
are presented to the public and how the public engages in, negotiates, and internalises
the perspective — becoming willing participants to the reproduction of the discourse
of ruination.
The case of the Blue House Cluster/community showed how the discourse of
ruination is not just an absolute, immobile, regime of truth, on the contrary, it involves
the struggles over the definition of meaning and value by different participants. If on
the one hand, the practice of preservation strives to fix meanings, consolidating and
universalising what constitutes as the history of the Blue House Cluster (the “working
class heritage”), there are equivalent attempts to generate multiple interpretations,
ways of communicating and representing the value of the Cluster, which is contingent
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upon the current appropriations of the space by the community. The dynamics of this
tension is reflected in the use of space, and will be illuminated further in the coming
years as the restoration works are completed. The unfortunate reality is that the
physical restoration of the building is predominantly dependent upon expert
procedures/knowledge, and there are huge limitations in the community’s involvement
in the aesthetic decisions and methods of restoration.
Nevertheless, the community aspires to make certain tactical interventions. At
the time of writing, Blue House is undergoing renovation (expected to finish in 2017),
and the community and the NGO are thinking of ways to diversify the interpretation
of the heritage building, as well as deciding on how to exhibit the “salvaged” items in
the Heritage Interpretation Area (the official museum space). Operating flexible,
community spaces like the House of Stories, and creating their own workshops and
tours for the public, are still important attempts which shape the diverse narratives of
the tenement building, past and present.
This research first attempted to draw certain insights from ruin studies, for
instance the idea of the ruin as a space of neglect and the processes that render certain
spaces as useful/useless — i.e. ‘ruination’. These concepts from existing studies of
ruins offered a new point of entry into the discussion of how space is articulated and
managed in the context of urban renewal in Hong Kong. While there are studies that
analyse urban renewal in its many dimensions: gentrification, displacement, and so on,
this study focussed on how the concept of renewal and the targeting of certain spaces
as sites “requiring” renewal are being rationalised. Since the official slogan of Hong
Kong’s Urban Renewal Strategy defines urban renewal as a project of “tackling the
problem of urban decay”, it was necessary to examine how decay was being defined
and classified — and represented to the public. In this regard, the exhibition spaces
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operated by the URA and the government offered insights to understand how the
notion (and imagination) of urban decay was constructed and consolidated —
consequently having the effect of naturalising decay as an inevitable process and thus
rationalising the efforts of eradicating sites marked as “pockets of decay”.
If we could broadly define the discourse of ruination as a set of statements that
operate

through

binary

oppositions

e.g.

clean/filth,

backwardness/modern,

decline/progress, ultimately defining what is useful and useless, the implications
become clearer. It is through this unity of binary notions that certain (competing) ways
of understanding space are forged, and while the unities are intact, it becomes ever
more difficult for new imaginations or possibility of new knowledge to emerge. The
discourse of ruination is a concept that is useful in delineating how certain relations,
manifestations of power are established, consolidated and implemented. It especially
points to how power is exercised through certain institutions in the case of urban
renewal.
Although in this thesis, the methodological limitations of focussing on
exhibitions posed certain shortcomings, in that it looks at exhibitions rather than the
actual practice and site, further research could also focus on the lived dimensions of
space (what it is to live in ruins) using ethnographic methods, as well as a more detailed
study on the institutional/expert discourses themselves, which are equally complex.
Moreover, a comparative study that puts together the contexts of cities with similar
trajectories of historical/urban development could highlight different dimensions of
the discourse of ruination at work, and how it could be made relevant in unsettling the
various discourses on space and its power relations.
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